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If you're wondering why
Western hasn't signed any
basketball players yet, join·
the crowd.
At least, that seems to be
one of the most popular
questions popping up these
days al the barber shop. The
Hilltoppers finished the
season with no vacancies, of
course, but were expected to

lose a couple of reserves who
saw little playing lime the
past season.
·
Western did have one
senior on its 1978-79 squad,
but the scholarship released
by 6-5 forward Greg Jackson
was gobbled up by Maryland
transfer Billy Bryant.
Still, the Hilltoppers figure
lo have at least two
scholarships available this
spring through attrition of a
17-11, team that finished
second in the Ohio Valley
Conference. But if you're
looking for signees, don't
,Id your breath unless you
can last until April 11.
That's the day players can
begin signing national letters-of-intent, and that's all
· Western coach Gene Keady
likes to fool with. As far as
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narrowed his choices to winning a scholarship down
·
Western or Iowa State by the the road.
time his team won the stale
• •
tournament.
.
David Mobley of Western
The competition was a helped give a definite OVC
little stiller for the 6·7 White flavor to the triple Jump in
a bull of a forward at 240 the prestigious Florida
pounds. Niagara and Relays over the weekend in
Rutgers both were hot on his Gainesville, Fla.
trail, along with Some
Mobley placed third in the
Atlantic Coast schools, but event with a distance of 15
Western remai~ed In the feet, 34 inches, behind two
thick of the battle.
leapers from Middle TenAssistant coaches Clem nessee-John Do Doo and
Haskins and Ray Hite were Greg Artis. Meanwhile, the
playing a large part in the Hilltoppers' distance medley
recruiting of While. Haskins relay t•;am finished second
played most of his nrn r::irPPr _to a quartet from St. John's
in nearby Baltimore, while
Hite was a prep standout at
DeMalha before going on lo
further stardom at North
Carolina.
Western also was still in

•

the running for Reese, a 6-8

forward who led Lindsey
Wilson to the national junior
college tournament in
Hutchinson, Kan., the past
season. However, it was not
known whether his grades
would be sufficient to make
him eligible at an NCAA
school alter just one year of
junior college ball.
A former prep standout in
he's concerned 1 those OVC
· letters-of-intent that keep a the Chicago area, Reese is
player only from signing slso being wooed by the likes
with another OVC school are . of Loyola and Detroit.
Come next Wednesday
for the birds.
Besides, no other OVC (April 11), look for the
school is in the running for Hill toppers to gel Wilson and
any of the three players either While or Reese. At
Western wants most-Tony least, that's what Keady and·
Wilson of Lexington his assislanls are hoping.
Lafayette, Percy White of And don't be surprised if 6-8
DeMatha (Md.) Catholic and center David Youngblood of
Donald Reese of Lindsey Mayfield, who led his team
to the semifinals of the slate
Wilson Junior College.
tournament
last month,
Western still appears to be
in good shape with Wilson, decides lo come to Western
although Keady was hoping as a waJk•on.
Some other OVC schools
to get a "commitment" from
the 6-6 forward by this time. are offering Youngblood a
Wilson visited TCU over the full ride, but Western may be
weekend, but had reportedly able to talk the big 240-
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recruiting continues;
.
baseballers drop two games,!
----

·

., -.

pounder into walking on and

.

.

with a time of 9:47.42.
Murray's relay team
finished third in the distance
medley at 9:54.26 and
Richard Charleston ~l the
Racers placed second in the
steeplechase with a time of
8:58.37._

• • •

Spring football practice is
continuing at Western; and
head coach Jimmy Feix said
today he was "a little
disappointed" in the team 1s

progress so far. However, he
added that the dismal
weather of the last few days
might be holding his squad.
back more than anything
else.
One bright spot was the 1
performance of sophomore
Troy Snardon at fullback, '
where he will be following in
the footsteps of departed
older brother Arnold. The
Todd Central product was:
moved from the defensive
secondary to fullback at the
start of spring drills, and has
looked like gangbusters.
Meanwhile, Western·
continues lo look for a filth
home game next fall, The
Hilltoppers have given up on
a possible Labor Day
weekend contest with Alcorn
State on Sept. 1, but a home.
game against Lamar
University of the Southland
Conference (Division I-A)
might be worked-

.
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Not this time
,r AN EASTERN player ls tagged out by Western catcher Mike Green

','dlttlng Saturday's doubleheader at Nick Denes field. Western won the
flrsf
game,,,3--0, but Eastern
gained
a_spilt with a 4-3 decision
In the
_·-;.·,-:.;...,, ,:-,_@.:,,,;'~M.1,~""\'.;_.:._,., . .,_
•.
·
._,,,,.· ··~---·
·
-

second game. Western was scheduled for a doubleheader at Austin
Peay today.
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Colonels win second.
for split with Tops
;.

By JIM GROVE
Dally News Sports Writer
As far as Western baseball coach Barry Shollenberger Is concerned, once Is not enough.
,
Shollenberger was hoping for a sweep of Saturday's
home doubleheader against Eastern, and he got his
hopes up when the Toppers won the first game, 3-0. But
Eastern gained a split with 4-3 decision In the second
game, and the third-year coach was singing the blues
I' afterwards.
·
Although Shollenberger shuffled his lineup around
for both games because of a team hitting slump, the
Toppers managed only seven hits in both games, and
only two in the second contest.
"We needed a sweep really bad/' he said. HAnytime
, you can split on the road. it's a victory."
.. "I've said it before and I'll say It again," he said.
i i"lt's the most mind-boggling thing I've ever seen.
i .;We're In a team hitting slump-take two games away
1

''and we'd be hitting .150 as a team."

, · · The split dropped Western, which had lost a
doubleheader to David Lipscomb at home Friday, to
14-13 overall and only 1-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference. But Shollenberger isn't worried about not
, . making the four-team post-season tournament.
' ,'~We're not out of it yet," he said. "When we get our

. . bats going, somebody better look out. It's golngto even
out in the end."
Western was scheduled to travel to Clarksville for a
I doubleheader with Austin Peay this afternoon, before
t: returning home for a single game against Nashville
Trevecca Monday. Eastern, which has had 16 of its 26
games rained out so far this year, is now 5·5.

·Jn the first game, Western got two runs in the first

didn't let a runner past second.
Joe Hatchcock opened the Western scoring in the
first with a double, scoring on Mike Murray's single.
Murray later scored on a single by Fredaie Carisle.
The Toppers got the final run in the second inning,
when Mike Williams walked, advanced to second on a
error by Eastern pitcher Larry Brcish and scored on a
single by Murray.
Eastern drew first blood in the second game, getting
two runs in the second Inning. After Western second
baseman Ron Rocco missed a tag al second to put
runners on first and second, a passed ball advanced
both Eastern players. Both scored, . then, when
Eastern's Craig Meyer lined a ball down the left field
line.
However, things still looked good for Western when
Kenny Fox hit the second pitch off Eastern hurler Tom
McNulty in the bottom of the fourth over the left centerfield fence for a three-run homer. Both runners

were on base thanks to Eastern errors.
Eastern got what proved to be the game-winning
runs in Its half of the fifth. After Meyer walked, Darryl
Weaver slammed a triple scoring him and tying things
at three-all. Catcher Bob Grudzini hit a pitch back to
Western pitcher Becker, who threw to high to first
baseman Walt McThenny. McThenny's throw at the
plate was too late, and the Colonels had the lead again .
"That winning run I still can't bellve," said
Shollenberger, shaking his head. "I can't believe that
kid scored that run. All he (Becker) needed to do was
throw a strike."

After that, Western never threatened as McNulty
retired the 12 batter. Becker, who allowed only four
hits, dropped to 1-1 on the year.

inning and that was all junior Marty Mason, now 3-2,

needed. Mason allowed the Colonels only two hits, and

Eastern

Western

000 000 o-o 2 I
210 000 0-l 5 I

Brcish and Grudzini.

Mason and Green.

Eastern
Western

010 020 0-~
000 300 0-l

McNulty and GrudzinL
Becker and Zara!e.
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rSports .sh_orts'
Western signs swimmer
Peter Edwards, a high school All-America
swimmer from Liverpool, N. Y., has signed to do his
collegiate swimming at Western Kentucky
University.
Edwards, one of the top-_rated middle distance
freestylers in New York, captained his Liverpool
High School team to the number one ranking In that
state. His squad also won the Eastern Interscholastic Swimming Championship over 80
other schools from along the eastern sea board.
And, he anchored a medley relay team that
earned high school All-America honors. An outstanding butterfller as well, Edwards was coached
In high school by James Funlciello.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Edwards of J
Liverpool, he will be the fourth Liverpool swimmer ,
to compete for Western Kentucky in recent years- '/
Tate Nation 0971-74), Paul Caln ( 1975-76) and Tracy Phillips ( 1976-79) all starred for the 1
Hill toppers.
1
Coach Bill Powell's Western swimmers completed the 1978-79 season with an 8·1 dual mark and
won the Mid-West Intercollegiate Swimming
Championships.

CAILf NE , ,
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~port shOrtSl
Relays Saturday
More than 40 high school teams and;
nearly 1,000 lndlvidual athletes are.
expected to be on hand for the 19th,
annual Hilltopper Relays which begln
at IO a.m. at L.T. Smith Stadlum i
Saturday.
"We are fortunate to agaln have one :
of the finest fields of any high school :
invitational In our area of the coun- '
try," Western track coach Del Hessel '
said. "Centerville (Ohio), Maplewood :
(Tenn.) and Paducah Tilghman are
predicted to be the top teams in their
respective states."
Southcentral Kentucky teams
whlch will be competing are Bowllng
Green, Franklin-Simpson, Potter
Christian, Warren Central and
Warren East.
Meanwhile, most of Western's
spring sports teams will be having a ·
busy weekend. The baseball team
·faces David Lipscomb at 3 p.m. today,
before a doubleheader with Eastern\
beginning at I p.m. Saturday.
· The men's golf team will be com:peting in the EKU Colonel Classic In
:Richmond, the women's golf team
·will be in a tri-meet against Southern
.Illinois and l!linois State, the men's
.track team will be competing in a tri.meet at Murray, the women's tennis
:team will be in a quadrangular match
·at Middle Tennessee and the women's

:track team will be competing in the
Ohio State Invitational.
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U of L, Western split games
Sp•clal to Th• Courl•r-Journal
appeared to be the last out, but Louis•
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - The Uni- ville catcher Joe Roberts dropped the
versity of Louisville spilt a doubte-head- ball and threw wildly to first base, al•

···:er with Western Kentucky University

lowing two more runs to score. Four of

Tuesday, U of L lost the opener 6-2 and ·western's six runs off losing pitcher
Monty Holland were unearned.
won the second game 2·1.
In the second game, U of L was bolHolland went the distance, giving up .
,,. ·stered when second baseman Kevin Ma- five hits and striking out seven batters i
. lone hit a two--0ut double in the sixth in six innings of work.
i
... ....J
L inning to drive in both cardinal runs. u.
S--of L Was also· paced by tb.e four-hi~

t pitching of junior right-hander Glenn)
" Slerchi, who won his first game of thel
season.
\
In the opener, Western (13-10) scored;
four runs in the fourth inning. The Hill-

toppers got their first two runs on a twoout single by outfielder Leonard Phil,
lips.

.

Don Thomas then str~_ck o~-~ _f~~

i

~~j
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TOpper netters improved,
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By JIM GROVE
Dally News Sports Writer

Ray Rose knows what he
wants.
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After being named Ohio
Valley Conference coach of
the year in 1977 following
Western's triumph in the
conference tournament,
Ffoile witnessed the reverse
la·st year-'-his team finished
2-17 and in last place.
So all Western's third year
coach wants to do this spring
is forget last year and hope
for better things.
; "It was a nightmare,
that's all it was," Rose said
Wednesday. "Whatever
could happen wrong did."
"I don't think we sbould be
at the bottom this year, I'll
say that," added Rose,
whose team ls already 6-4
including wins over Eastern
and Morehead. :
"We don't'h3ve any aces
this year, but we don't have
any -weak spots,'' Rose said.
"We have a possibility of
sco1111g at any or all of the

nine positions."
Rose lost one of his
stronger players-Hasan
Ozdemir-to graduation, but
he replaced him with some
talented freshmen and
junior college transfers.
Western will need all the
help it can get next week,
too, because the Toppers are
scheduled for three_ seeding
matches, which· determine
the seeds for the OVC
tournament to be held May
14 and 15 at Tennessee Tech.
After traveling to
preseasOn conference
faV'orite Middle Tennessee
Monday, Western returns for
matches al home against
Austin Peay Wednesday and
Murray Saturday.
"Next week is the second
big piece of cake, second
only to the_ conference
tournament," Rose said.
"We're going to get a total
feel of who's the top dog in
the conference."
Jorge Alemparte, a
sophomore from Chile, is
,currently playing the No. I

spot, but Rose said "there's
not much difference in the
top four. Really, the
placement of the top four
could be different."
Alemparte had the best
record on the team at the No.
3 spot last year OH2), but
Rose said he is a much
improved player. "He needs
to eliminate errors," Rose
said, ''but he's stronger,
there's no doubt about that."
The Nos. 2 and 3 players
are transfers from Central
Florida-Jeff Gola and
Hakki Ogzenel. Gola played
high school tennis in Cincinnati, while Ogzenel-back
at Western after eligibility
trouble with the NCAAoriginates from Turkey.
"Jeff can play with
anybody," Rose said. "He's
been as instrumental as
anybody in improving the
morale of the team this
year."
Ozgenel played at Western
as a freshman, but left for
Central Florida after
eligibility trouble. After one
year there, the Turkish
junior was eligible to come
back and has a 7-3 record
thus far.
"It's been the longest story
of one man trying to get
eligible that I have ever
seen," Rose said.
"He's contributing to the
' team," he said. He's an
1- excellent player and
he's
working on his Serve.''
Senior Bengt Ronnerman,
the No. 2 man last year, is
holding down the No. 4 spot
and doing quite well in
compiling a 7-3 record.
- uH~ seems to be con-

1

14

centrating more," Rose
said. "He's out for the win
more. I think being No. 4 has
taken some of the pressure
off him."
Chilean freshman Andres
Thomsen is No. 5, while
Franklin sophomore John
Mark Fones is in the No. 6
spot. Thomsen is 6-4, while
Fones is 5-5.
"He (Andres) is very
quick and has good hustle,"
Rose said. He plays the same
every day."
"He plays a complete
game," Rose added, "and
he's very aggressive. We
feel he's a threat in the
conferencet No. 5.''
Fones is also much improved, and has already won
one more game this year
than he did playing at No. 5
as a freshman.
"I think he matured last
year in that difficult
situation of playing·No. 5 in
the conference," Rose said.
"He's _.us~ng h.i.s head more,

~

and improving with every1i
day."
Hopkinsville freshman
Arthur Anderson is Rose's
top player off the bench
while Auburn junior Roger:,
Reynolds and Tony Thanus,f:
a redshirt from Indiana_t
University, round out th&J
squad.
: . ";
Rose is also pleased witti'-'1
his doubles teams, and the i
three squads have compiled.:
a 20-9 record so far.
1
Gola and Ozgenel (6-4) are I
the first team, while·':
Alemparte and Thomsen (7- ·
3) are the No. 2 squad and:
Fones and Ronnerman (7-2)
play at No. 3.
Rose thinks his team can challenge for the confdrence ·
championship, but whatever
happens, he know it will be
an improvement over last.··
year.
"We can't get as bad as
last year," he said with a
smile. "We've already beat
that9ne."

----
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-Sports shorts
Twin bill is scheduled
Western's baseball game at David Lipscomb in
Nashville was rained out on Wednesday, but Lipscomb agreed to turn Friday's single game at
Western into a doubleheader to make up for the lost
game.
The Hiiltoppers will take a 13-10 record into the
non- conference twin bill, which will start at 1 p.m.
at Nick Denes Field. Originally, a single nine-inning
game at 3 p.m. had been scheduled.
Following the doubleheader on Friday, Western
will entertain Eastern in an important Ohio Valley
Conference twin bill here Saturday at 1 p.m. before
traveling to Austin Peay for another OVC
doubleheader on Sunday in Clarksville, Tenn.
Western is currently 0-2 in league play after
dropping both ends of a twin bill at Middle Tennessee last weekend.
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tTops split
with Cards
Louisville'scored two runs on a bloop double in the
sixth inning to win 2-1 in the second game of a
doubleheader with Western at Nick Denes Field on
Tuesday, salvaging a split of the twin bill.
Western,. behind the two-hit pitching of Marty
Mason, stopped the Cardinals 6-2 in the opener.
The homestanding Hilltoppers appeared to be on
their way to a sweep of the two games, taking a 1-0 lead
into the last two innings of the nightcap. But relief
pitcher Mark Williams gave up a leadoff single to the
visitors' Tony Webb, and things began to happen in a
hurry.
Williams walked the next batter, and both runners
moved up on a passed ball. With two outs, ninth-place
hitter Kevin Malone of the Cardinals lofted a fly ball to
right that dropped just inside the foul-ball line and
gave UL its margin of victory.
UL hurler Glenn Sterchi shut out the Hilltoppers the
rest of the way, and finished with a nifty four-hitter.
The winners wound up with a total of six hits off
Williams and starter Rick Becker.
Western scored its only run in the nightcap on a walk
to Mike Williams, a throwing error on Sterchi during a
pickoff attempt at first, a fielder's choice and an infield
hit by Ron Rocco.
Western finished with only six hits in the first game
off losing pitcher Monty Holland, the former Bowling
Green High standout, but it was enough for Mason.
Upping his season mark to 2-2, Mason finished with

seven strikeouts.
Western, now 13·10 on the season, was scheduled to
go to Nashville today (weather permitting) for a 3 p.m.
single game with David Lipscomb.
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A doubleheader of a different sort, ,
rugby to be exact, is scheduled for :
Thursday at Smith Stadium.
·
In the 1 p.m. preliminary match, a I
team of Western girls will take on a l
team from Vanderbilt. The second i
match is slated to begin about 3 p.m., I
featuring the University of Edinboro •
( Scotland) tea'm against the Mid-· :
South Union all-stars,
Western's rugby club is a member
of the Mid-South Union, and will have 1
at least two players on the all-star .1
squad. According to Western's l

i

department of campus recreation,

admission is free.

I

·
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Top hasehalle~,~ .
entertaii,. Middle ·1
Moving up in· the Ohio Valley Conference standings plus a little revenge
will be .on the mind of Western's
baseball team Saturday, as the Toppers
host conference foe Middle Tennessee
for two games beginning at 1 p.m.
Western, 15-14 overall and 2-4 in the
OVC following a 1-0 win over Murray
Wednesday, got off to a bad start in the
conference a couple of weekends ago at
, Middle when the Toppers lost a pair, 5-4
and?-!.
In addition to baseball, six other
Western spring sports teams will be in
action this weekend. The women's golf
tearri is at the Lady Kat Invitational in
Lexington, the men's tennis team hosts
OVC foe Murray, the women's tennis

team faces Austin Peay and Vanderbilt, the men's tsack team is at the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville and the
women's track team is at the Murray
State Invitational.
After dropping five of seven contests
last week including two of three OVC
games, Western came back against the
Racers Wednesday. After winning the
first game, the second contest, tied 5-all
after eight innings, was called for
darkness.

1

"It has really been frustrating,"
Western coach Barry Shollenberger· ·~\;
said. "We're not playing that bad. OUr _;i
pitching has been good and our fielding ~
has been adequate. We're just in a

j

terrible team hitting slump and haven't •l
been getting the clutch hits we've .j
needed.''

Western's men's track coach Del
Hessel sees the 60-team Dogwood
Relays as an excellent opportunity for
members of his team, which had an
easy 103-34 dual meet victory at Murray
last Saturday.
"This meet provides an excellent
opportunity for our athletes to go after
nationaly-quaiifying marks," Hessel
said. "Some of the bedt earns around
will be represented and there should be
some outstanding performances."

The women's track team hopes that
history will repeat itself at Murray, ·1
where the Lady Toppers won the meet
last year and went on to finish second in
the state.
The women's tennis team will take a
2-1 dual match record into the matches
with Vandy, East Tennessee and Austin
Peay in Nashville:
·

DULI N~,;s
Monday, A;:ril! 2., 1979

:_Sport shorts
Top shooters to compete
Western shooters Joyce Laubenhelmer and Mary
Koeckert will travel to the U.S. Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md., April 6, 7 and 8 to compete in the
first-ever NCAA national Rifle Association meet.
The meet will feature the top 10 teams in the
nation and the top 40 shooters. They will be vying for
both team and individual honors in the three-day
meet.
The Hilltopper rifle team finished the season
ranked 14th in the nation-four slots away from
qualifying for the meet, but Laubenheimer and
Koeckert earned invitations to th~ Individual
competition.
"Their coach, MSG John Baker, expects the pair
to do well. "They're in the class of All-American
shooters. They have competed well in our area
which Is among the toughest regions in the nation."

(
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100 wins
WESTERN COACH
, Barry Shollenberger
, turns to juggling during
Thursday's doubleheader
_- with visiting Eastern
, lli!nols at Nick Denes
Field, The Hllltoppers
won the first game of the
twin bill ~ to give
Shollenberger his tooth
win as a collegiate coach,
: and later completed the
: sweep with a 7-1 win In
,: the nightcap,
(Photo by Hoskins)
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By CLARK HANES

'. t Dally News Sports Editor

.! Western baseball. coach
·. Barry Shollenberger can't
ilind much to complain about
'.:as his team swings Into Ohio
(:Valley Conference play this
;\weekend, journeying to
I ~iddle Tennessee for two
:; a mes Saturday· before
} eturning home for a twin
, bill against Tennessee Tech
! on Sunday.
.·
: : In fact, Shollenberger was
, ;all smiles after seeing his
team sweep both ends of a
lwin bill· from visiting
;Eastern Illinois on Thursday
at Nick Denes· Fiefd.
:Western won 4--0, 7-1.
·
: "That's. about as good as
:we can play," observed the
~hird-year skipper. "It might
not have looked like it today,
but these· guys have a solid
;program. They didn't give us
·anything. Whatever we got,
:we earned."
: The Hilltoppers earned
i 1heir fifth and sixth straight
'. ,wins at home to push their
' :Season mark to 11-7, with a
l. :final game set against the
1 :same club today-weather
· ,permitting.
: Meanwhile, the first game
:or .Thursday's doubleheader
:became something of a
,landmark for Shollenberger
:when his team came out on
:top. It was his 100th victory
fo the collegiate ranks, in; '.eluding 56 at Western.
: '·Before the season
·started "· said• Sh'ollen:berger, '"somebody figured
:it up and said my magic
, :number was 10. That first
:game was our 10th win of the
-season, but I hadn't even
:thought about it."
: Perhaps because he had
..ill. \ ,

;:;i.•

lii~s
third. Depth is provided by
Freddie Carlisle and Charlie
Payne, both part-time
regular.&. a year ago on a 2619 sq~
·
· The otitfleld mls~s the
booming bat of Jim Atkinson, who passed up his final
year of eligibility for a shot
at the pros. Still, there is no
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1979
Page 8-A
shortage of talent.
·
At the moment, the ..
more Important things on his seven hits in the nightcap, starters are Walt McThenny, );
mind, like beginning OVC and neither currently ranks Leonard Phillips ands
play this weekend. Western among the team's top Tommy Sapp. Phillips and ·
Sapp both saw considerable
is the defending champion in starters.
the Western Division of the
Four of the team's top five playing time last year, while •
OVC, although the league starting hurlers are junior McThenny is a highly-touted, '
will not be split into two college transfers-Larry transfe·r from Brevard
divisions this spring.
Glasscock, Rick Becker, (Fla.) Junior College.
Instead, all seven teams Mark Williams and Marty However, all three are being
will be playing a round-robin Mason. The other is .senior pushed by Ricky Despeaux
schedule of doubleheaders Mark Biven, a Louisville and Ronnie Stewart, two
both home and away. At right hander whom more juco transfers, and
season's end, the top four . Shollenberger has pegged to Elizabethtown sophomore ,
·
teams will play In a double- start in Saturday's first Donnie Thomas.
The designated hitter's
elimination to_urnament at game at Murfreesboro,
role, meanwhile, belongs lo
the site of the regular-season Tenn.
champion to determine the
Glasscock, a ·junior from big Joe (Barna) Hathcock.
league's representative to Louisville by way of Martin The first player ever
the NCAA.
(Tenn.) Junior College, will recruited by Shollenberger,
In other words, all four get the nod in the second Hathcock slammed two hits
games on tap this weekend game, while Shollenberger is including a . homer in
are big ones.
undecided on Sunday's two Thursday's first game.
McThenny also had .two
"Depth in our pitching starters.
staff is one of our strongest
The ace of the bullpen hits including a roundtripper
suits this year," noted corps is senior Rick Gittens, in the opener, while Stewart
Shollenberger. "I think whom Shollenberger likes to and Mike Williams had three
that's going to come in call "the Sparky Lyle of our hits apiece in the second
handy this spring with all staff." Other relievers are game. Fox chipped in with a
these back· to· back senior Jeff McKinley, junior double and a triple, while
doubleheaders in the OVC on Rick Baker and junior turning in some flashy
defensive plays at third
Saturday and Sunday."
college product Ben Jones.
Despite the graduation of
Catchers Mike Green and base.
last year's ace, Paul Or- Rene Zarate have been E. IIIJnols
000 000 0-0
'0
201 010 x-,
berson, Western is knee deep giving the Hilltoppi,rs a solid. Western
Fvrmanski .iti'd Pulley.
in pitchers. this spring. 1-2 punch behind the plate,
Varnadoe aricl Green.
Marty Varnadoe. ·shut out while the rest of the infield
E. IIIIOC!IS
000 000 1-1 7 0
Eastern lllinoi:S on. fivf tills. has been featuring Mike Wes.letit,:.i;"·
, , ,'· 130 201 x-7 12 2
in the first gam_e -ll'hursdliy 'Williams al first, Ron Rocco Ozga-,\Lumberg (4), Hoffman (6)
while Wayne Denton gave up af second, Mike Murray at and PVl,l.e'f.
i
Denton.and Zarate.
__ j
only one run (unearned) on sbort and Kenny. Fox at

. -""-----
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Crime pays 'for the Hilltoppers
.,

RONNIE STEWART (9) of Wes"tern slides safely Into
second with a stolen base . during Thursday's
doubleheader with Eastern Illinois at Nick Denes

.Field. Second baseman Dennis Conley had no chance to
make the tag, with the throw from the plate pulling him
off the base. Western won both games,~ and r-i.
·
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rg·ets~·•Vy_:, · ore ,~ :
( Wester~:s men's te:nis (3~, 64, 6'.4), and In theNo~~<'.'.l!~~(griain,Ya\dy. ·
'team, which won only two match, where Fones bow~d • "Mealli\lhile; Tuesdaf .also
fmatches all y,ear long last to Marlin Watts 17-6, 6-3); i,· was a. good day .fp't\ the
/spring, opened the home
Jeff Gola of Western Western baseball teain. For
;portion of its season Tuesdaw•,defeated Dhan Shapurji 16'7, the second day in a row, the
'with a narrow 5'4 victory'. 6-3, 6'4) in the No.·2 singles, Hilltoppers swept both ends
:over Ohio Valley Conference Hakki Ozgenel downed Nick of a twin bill lrom visiting
rival Morehead.
Lee . 16-2, 6·2) in No. 3, Ferris !Mich.) State.
; It was the fourth win in Ronnerman beat Philip King · Western won the opener by
,seven matches for the 13·6, 7·6, 7·5) in No. 4.and a 7·3 count, scoring three
:,Hilltoppers, expected to be Andreas Thomson defeated· runs in the first inning and
:the most improved team in Erick Myberg J.6-2, 6-0) in three more in the second.
•the OVC this year after last the No. 5 singles·:•
·.
The big blow of the first was
;season's 2·17 disap·
Leslie and Shapurji of a two·run triple by Mike
:pointment.
Morehead teamed to defeat Green, while Mike Murray's
' Western won lour of the six 'Gola and Ozgenel (5•7, 6·2, 6· three•run 'homer in the
:singles matches to take a 3) in the No. I doubles, while second staked winning
commanding 4'2 edge into Lee and King surprised pitcher Rick Baker I HJ l to
doubles play, but Morehead Alemparte 'and Thomson 13· his early lead. ·'
· claimed both the No. t and 6, 6·2, 6-2) in the No. 2 con•
However, Baker wound up
· No. 2 doubles contests. In the test. _But in what proved to be needing relief help from Ben
end, it was Bengt Ron· the deciding match, Ron· Jones in the sixth and Rick :,J
nerman

and

John

J'\Iark nerman and Fones defeated Gittens

Fones of Western who
provided the margin of
victory by winning the No. 3
doubles match.
The Hilltoppers' losses in
sillgles play came in the No.
1 match, where Jorge
Alemparte fell to Rich Leslie

Myberg and Watts in
straight sets 16·4, 6-0).
The Hill toppers par·
ticipate _,in· a four*team
match this Y/!'<'kend at Rich·
mond, joining Eastern, East
Tennessee and Akron, before
returning home next Wed·

in

the

seventh.

Gittens entered the game
with the bases loaded and
one out in the last inning, but
retired the first two men he
faced on an infield fly and a
strikeout.
Western was a 4-3 \vinner
in the second game that was
called after five innings
because of darkness. Marty
Mason 11·21 went all the way
and held Ferris to just four
1hits, but he needed a run in
the bottom of the final frame
to get the win.
Tommy Sapp had blasted
a three-run homer in the
third inning, but the
l'Hilltoppers found them·
'selv<1S tied H going into the
bottom of the fifth. Rene
Zarate started the winnit1g
rally with a single, pinchrunner Ronnie Stewart stole
second and came home on a
double by Murray.
Western will take a 9·7
record, including a fourgame winning streak, into a
I p.m. Thursday
doubleheader with Eastern
Illinois at Nick Denes Field.
Ferris Sf.
Western

000 012 0-3 -4 2
330 001 x-7 9 1

Hollander, Lewis (S) and Caulkins.
Baker, Jones {6), Gittens (7) and
Green.

Ferris SI.
Weslern
Colella and Hall.
Masqi,4,nd-Zarate.

200 01-3 · j 0
01--4 ,.-~, ,

003

'7/
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Western opened the home portion of its b~seball
season Monday by sweeping both ends of a
doubleheader from Ferris State, defeating th~ ,visitors
9-land6-l.
The games were the Hilltoppers' first outings alter
returning home from their annual southern swing 1

where they posted a 5-7 mark against still competition.
Western also was scheduled to host the same Ferris
squad in two more games today at 1 p.m., but only ii
the weather improved.
Western coach Barry Shollenberger got complete
games from Mark, Biven in the opener, and Larry

Glasscock in the nightcap.
In the first game, Biven went the distance while
stopping the visitors from Michigan on just three hits.
The former DeSales standout gave up only two walks
during the seven-inning contest, while striking out

three.
In the second game, Glasscock recorded his first win

of the young season by holding Ferris to four hits.
Losing pitcher Greg Rambo also tossed a lour-hitter,
but was victimized by a third-inning Western rally.
Alter getting a 1-0 lead on an unearned run in the first
inning of the nightcap, Rambo walked the first three
men he faced in the bottom of the third. Two outs later,
Western got a bloop double from top RBI man Mike
Williams and a triple by Leonard Phillips-his third of
the day-to score four times,

Phillips had tripled twice in the opener, while three
others players tagged a quartet of Ferris pitchers for
two hits apiece-Walt McTheny, Kenny Fox and
Tommy Sapp.
t., Western's big inning in the first game was the filth,
f where the Hilltoppers crossed the plate six times to
break open what had been a close contest. A base-on-

balls started it all, followed by a double by Fox, a hit
batsman, another walk, a balk, a triple by Phillips, a
double by Williams and a single by Sapp.
Ferris State got its only earned run of the afternoon
in the first inning of the opener, touching Biven for two
hits and a sacrifice. The visitors got their only othei·
run of the day in the first inning of the second game,
but it was unearned.
FerrisSI.
Western ·

100 000 O·l
101

160 x-9

3 0

FerrisSI.

100 000 0-1

a

western

00◄

2

Beeg, Sweet (5), Daniels (5),
Lewis (6) and Ca\Jlkins.
Biven and Green.

011

)(-6

Rambo and Caulkins.
Glassc9ck and Zarate.

◄ 0
" 1

1
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Sports shorts-.,"'
·l
_Dyer signs ~ith Tops.
Rusty Dyer, one of the outstaf1!iing kickers in
Kentucky, has signed to play his cQ,llege footliall at
Western.

\

',

Dyer, a' &-11, 190-pounder, played high school
football for former Hilltopper All-American Dale
Lindsey-at Warren Central, where he is also one of
the area's top baseball standouts. A lour-year
starter as a kicker, he averaged 40 yards per punt
last fall and connected on 24 of 25 extra point attempts as the Dragons won seven of 10 contests.
The honorable mention all-stater and three-time
All-Southcentral Kentucky selection had perhaps ,
the best performance of his prep career last fall ·
when he scored all 17 of his team's points in the rl
school's first-year victory over cross-town rival
Bowling Green High (17-14). In that contest he
rushed for two touchdowns, kicked the extra points
and added a field goal.
A strong kicker, Dyer has consistently put his
kickoffs into the endzone, and he holds the WCHS ,.,
school field goal record with a 42-yarder.
·
"We're very excited about having Rusty in our
program,' said Western coach Jimmy Feix. "He
has great potential as a kicker and can help us in
that area _olour game."
One of the best high school baseball players in the
area. Dyer_ is a catcher and a .400 hitter. The
president of his school class, he is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W.R. Dyer of Bowling Green.
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By CLARK HANES
Dally News Sports Editor

,I. The first full weekeJld of spring sports at Western
, will include the baseballers' home opener, the season
' openers fo~ the men's and women's track teams, and

an invitational tournament for the men's golf team.
For the Hilltoppers' baseball team, it might be a case
. of getting out of the frying pan and into the fire. After
struggling to a 5-7 record during its annual trek south
last week, Barry Shollenberger's troops begin the
home portion of their schedule Friday against highlytouted Grand Valley (Mich.) State.
"The finished with an outstanding. 38-5 record last
, season," said Shollenberger, who led Western to the
OVC Western Division title last spring. "I'm sure
they'll come in with another fine team this year."
Grand Valley, coached by former major league
pitching standout Phil Regan, will take on the
,Hilltoppers in back-to-back doubleheaders at 1 p.m.
!;Friday and Saturday.
,
Western got off to a respectable 4-3 start during its
1
swing through Alabama, Georgia and Florida, but lost
[four of its last five outings before returning home. The
t!Hilltoppers were scheduled to play a single game at
fEvansville on Tuesday, but the contest was called off
i because of wet grounds.
,. Missing the big bat of Jim Atkinson, last year's home
1run and RBI leader who bypassed his final year of
. eligibility for a shot at the pros, Western was held to
'three runs or less in half its game during the southern

swing. Leaving runners on base also was a problem,
with 84 men stranded in 12 games.
·
"We definitely need to swing the bat with more
consistency,"' said Shollenberger. "We're still sear*

ching for clutch hitters."
.,, ,
"We took the trip to find our strengths and
weaknesses," he added, "and we found them. We also

found out how the other half lives. Many of the teams
we played down there were truly awesome." · · ·
While Saturday's twin bill is going on at Nick Denes
Field, the men's track team at Western will be opening
its outdoor season by hosting the WKU Invitational.
Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois and Lincoln ·
University are the other participants in the 12:30 p.m. -$~
meet at Smith Stadium.
. ·
Meanwhile, the women's track team will be getting:'
its outdoor season underway this weekend in the Lady
Gator Relays at Gainesville, Fla., and the men's golf
team will be participating in the Evansville Spring
Invitational at Evansville, Ind.
Women's track coach Carla Coffey will be taking a
twelve·member squad to Florida this weekend, in· 1
eluding only three upper classmen. Leading the Lady
Toppers will be senior Gayle Watkins, who recently·
finished second in both the 60-meter hurdles and the '
long jump in the AIAW indoor ohanpionships.
·
. ·;
· "The Lady Gator is a tough meet to open U[\ with, but•;
it should provide us some good, quality competition,"
said Coffey. "They usually have 30 or 40 teams from all
over the country in it.''

The men's golf team opened the spring season_ last
week with a respectable fifth-place showing out of 15
teams in the Padre Isles Intercollegiate Tournament at
Corpus Christi, Texas. Oklahoma won the tourney,
followed by Eastern Kentucky, Texas Wesleyan,
Northern Illinois and Western.
This weekend's· two-day tournament in Evansville

will be held at the Oak Meadow Country Club. Western
won the Evansville Fall Invitational last semisler, bu,t
its expected to get stiff challenges from Purdue and
Western Illinois this weekend.

illlllllD.lll__.llmtilllilllllllL __.
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By JIM GROVE
. .
Dally News Sports Writer
As far as Del Hessel Is concerned, secondplace.ls no pl,!lce for Western'strack team.
That"s where the Toppers have been
finishing ln;the past year, and Hessel is ready
for.a ch;mge. The third-year coach hopes it
will coine'ln the outdoor season.
, '.'People have a tendency to forget that this
_Is ~Y. our third year," he _said. "People are
,_ expecting an awful lot to wm a championship
in just three years. We're still a young team."
~'m very pleased with our progress and
( affi'tude," he said. "If you're not running
towards the championship, you shouldn't be
In coaching or athletics."
Following a successful indoor season, when
several Western' athletes did well in the
Mason Dixon games and the Toppers took
,, secol)d ·In. the. Qhlo Valley Conference, Hessel
. ··!>88 S91I\e ~ ~ n s for looking forward to
tbe'outdoor.stbedule.
For. one, outdoor track has less middle
distance evenis, where Western, got ,hurt in
the conference meet. For another, Hessel has
threeAu.,Americans on his team.··.. ·
"Murray ran well·'iri the middle distance
events an<l,.l'l<>k,polnts away from us at the
conference; ,nee~." -'.s~i!i Hessel, whose team
opens the outdoor SCW~ule this weekend by
hosting the .WKU Invitational ,,(Western,
,...,'-"..;:;~•:.;.....,",.;,,:.-~
. -

i

.

Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois and
Lincoln University). "Murray beat us in
events we should have scored in."
"I'm pleased with the people like (Marion)
Wingo, <Forrest) Killibrew. Dave Long,
(Larry) Cuzzort, !Roni Becht and ILubyl
Champbul," he said. "but that's not the whole
story. We have depth, too."
Whatever happens, Western should be
strong in the distance events. The crosscountry team won the OVC championship last
fall, and both Lorig and Cuzzort made AllAmerican status indoors this spring.
Long finished fifth in the NCAA meet in the
three-mile·, while Cuzzort took sixth in the
two-mile. Alfhough those events aren't offered outdoors, both will compet.e in the 1,500
and 5,000 meter races.
Westefn's third All-American is senior
Donald Dottglas, who finished fifth in the
NCAA outdoor meet last year in the 440 intermediate hurdles with a time of 50.6.
Wingo , a sprinter. is also coming off an
excellent indoor where he lost out in the
semifinals of the NCAA in the 60-yard dash. A
junior, Wingo won the conferenc'e meet with a
school record of :6.26.
·
. While Westel'n 'flas moie distance runners,
lfke Becht and Jim Groves, the Toppers
figure to be stronger in the field events this
ye~r as well. .

.

Killibrew, with a long jump of 25.7, ranks
seventh nationally in that event.'· '·Neil
Freeman, a_5-9 freshman from W~ynesbofo,
Va .. set the school pole vault record in the
OVC indoor meet with a jump of 15-9.
"We haven't lost anybody, outside· of
Richard Hopkins la sprinter!, that we can't
replace," Hessel said. "What we've d.olle is
due to the excellent attitude of the team:'rhey
train hard and they compete hard."
'
Champul will give Western strength in the
shot put. A sophomore from Canada ·
Champul won the indoor title with a thiow of
54-11.

Ben McCloud, a freshmarr,' will give
Western some depth in the sprints as well
while Lee Wildman. a sophomore will throw
the discus. Wildhman was the Indiana state
champion .in that event tw~
ago. Jim ~
Durrant will be Western's high jumper.
·
Hessel picks Murray and Middle, which
won the indoor title this year, as the· teams to
beat in the OVC. Middle also won the outdoor '.
crown last spring,
·

year~-

Mar. 24--WKU invitational
Mar. J0·Jl--Ftorida Relays
Apr. 7~Murray-S!U
Apr. 13 14-Dogwood Relays
Apr_ 20--OVC Quadrangular
Apr. 28·29-Penn Relays
May 5---Murray lnvjfa!ional
May 14· lS -OVC Ctiampionships ·
May 19-20--Tom Black Invitation.JI
_June 2-NCAA ChampionSJ'lips

H
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A
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'r op'basebal I tearh' splits
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - Western's baseball team I
opened its season with a split .of. two gam~s:with ·

Alabama here Thursday in Western's annual swing,
through the south.
..;
The Toppers lost to Alabama 9-2 in.the first game,

but roared back to take a 10-1 decision in the second
contest. Alabama had just beaten South Alal)a!'Ila,
ranked 11th in the nation, in a doubleheader the,9ay
before.

• . ,;~

Joe Gre~nWall gOt the wio for .Barna in the-first.

C

game, holding Western to seven hits. .Mark
Williams got the win for Western in the second
game, however, as he and relieve·r Mark Bivin$ held'
Alabama to just three hits.

Western's Ricky Despues went four for four in the
second contest, while Larry HatCbcock, a transfer
from Alabama, added a home run. Western, now 1~'

1, faces Auburn today, which is ranked 10th in the 1·
nation. Alabama dropped to 5-5 on the year.

.1
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, Gymnasts triumph
Western's women's ·gymnastics
team defeated the University of
Kentucky in Lexington Friday,

winning 122 to 120.2.
Libby Goff of Western was first all- ~!'
around with a 31.35, while Barby .
Shields was second at 30.65. Shields
took first in the floor exercise and the
vault, while Goff was second in both of

those events.
-,;
Charmaine Farrington took a first 1
in the, uneven bars at 8.2. As a team,~
West~rn won the bars and the floor

exercise.
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Top swimmE;ir,f,. l st·''.,
NORMAL, Ill. - WestJtn's swim
team was in first-place after Friday's
action in the Midwest Independent
·championships here at Illinois State
.University.
Western totaled 140 points, while
Eastern was in second at 113. Bradley
was in third place in the meet which
ends today, while Illinois State was
fourth and Notre Dame was fifth.

Western finished one-two-three in
the 50-yard freestyle, when Butch
Dymowski broke the longest standing
· varsity record held by Rick
Yeloushan with a time of 21.3 seconds.

Mark Ritter was second at 21.5,
followed by Jay Carter al 21.8.
In two 200-yard individual medley,
· Western's Roberto Ledesma finished
second, while Rich Roddenbeck was
third and Mike Dressman was sixth.'

Western diver Tom Angsten took
fourth, while Chris Jircitano was
eighth ~~d Scott Irwin was ninth.

1

1
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Cuzzort sets mark,
but Western second
in OVC track meet

OVC boxes
AT MURRAY (67) - Oglesby 6 ,t-.4 16, Leffler 0 ~l 0,

Rand11U 4 0-0 8, Hammonds 10 1·2 21, Lowry O 0-0 O,
Mann 5 H 1-4, Snow 3 0-0 6, Adams O2·3 2. Total 28 11· lS

"·

MIDDLE TENNESSEE (69) - Joyner 9 ,t..5 n, Cole•
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. (AP)
mans -4"6 14, Harris ,t 1-.. 9, Thornton 2 0-0 4, Arms1rong
J.T. Musgrove and John DoDoo of Mid- 3M: 8, RIiey 3 1-2 1, H1Jynle 1 3-S s. Total 21 IS-24 69.
die Tennessee State set conference rec- !e~~~~tlme: Middle Tennessee J.(, Murray JI. A - s,300
ords in the 600-yard run and the triple
AT EASTERN (91) - Merchant s J.3 13, TIiiman 8 7..fl

·ump, respectively, to pace the Blue 23, Dale Jenkins 7 o-o H, Jones, 1-2 9, emott 4 0-0 s,
l
Tierney 4 0--0 8, Bootcheck 3 3-4 9, D&ve Jenkins 1 0-0 2,
Raiders to the Ohio Valley Conference Blocker 2 1-1 5, Haney o o-o o. Totals 38 1s-19 91.
• d
t
k
h m i
hip
ye terday
TIFFIN (631 - Anderson 3 0-1 ~. Craft 0 0-0 0, Shaffer
m oor rac C a Pons
S
·
10-22, s1nnkeme1er JJ .f.5 JO, Mlchell 3 0-1 6, D. Wright

Musgrove won with a time of one o-, 11, Young 1 o-o 1, K. Wright 3 o-o 6. Totals 28 7-lHJ.
minute, 10.30 seconds in the 600 run
Halftlme - Eastern ss, Tiffin 33. A - J,200.
and DoDoo triple-jumped 52 feet, 2¾
At Clarknlllt, Tenn.
inches. as Middle Tennessee collected WESTERN KENTUCKY (71) - Jackson 11 ""' 26,
points. Western Kentucky, led by 9,Prince
5 5-5 15, Wray 3 2--4 I, Reese, 0-2 s, Trumbo, 1-1
1•7.5
~
DIidy O 0-0 o, McCormick O 0-0 O, Washington 3 1-2 7,
Larry Cuzzort's 8:38.70 conference rec- Burbach 2 1-1 5, Thomas o o-o o, Rahn o o-o o. Totals 32
1'"2178.
ord in the two-mile run, was second
AUSTIN PEAY (66> - Webster 6 3-5 15, Thomas, 5-6
with 122 points.
'
13, Mltchelt 2 0-0 ,, Darney 6 J.2 13, Myrick 3 3-3 9,
Fenwick, 0-2 e, Kingery 2 0-0 ,, Butler O0-0 O, Byrnes O
Murray State, which won the two-mile 0-1 o, Cross o o.o o. Totals '11 12·19 66.
relay, finished third with 116 points.
Halftlme-Austln Peay 36, We.stern Kentucky 35. A-----'.:.•""'-·- - - - .
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Weslern's men's track coach Del' Hessel and his
travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn. today and
~Jomorrow in search of'lhe Hilltoppers' first-ever Ohio
',Valley Conference Indoor Track Championship. ·
~ The third annual OVC meet is scheduled lo gel un-

fcharges

i.'_derway this evening in the Murphy Center on Middle

\_-Tennessee's campus. The first-day competition will
at 6 p.m. ( CST) and Saturday's activities will:
t begin with the pole vault al 11 a.m. and the running ,:
{ events at 1 p.m.
_
-i
,' The Hilltoppers enter lhe compelilion with lhe I
t_; league's best indoor performances to date this year in
[ six of the 17 events. The sternest challenges are ex;" pected from good Middle Tennessee and Murray State

i begin

I

' outfits.

:

The one, two and three mile runs appear to be~
::. Western's strongest races. Sophomore Larry Cuzzort
has posted the league's best limes to dale in both the I
mile <4:04l and the two mile (8:35.7) while teammate·[
'.·. Jim Groves has the fastest three mile time, 13:47.2.
In that mile run, Western runners are·.credited with
1
~ three of the five best limes among league ninners.
); And, in the two mile, Cuzzort, Ron Becht, Dave Mur\· phy, Dave Long and Groves are the leaders, Groves
· and Long are the premier three-milers.
. "We hope to score in all events," said coach Del
~ Hessel, "b':Jl the 440 and 880 are going to give us· some ,
r problems. The competition is particulary tough in
l those events for us.''
Other Western tracksters to watch include All- .i
:. ~merican Donald Douglas, the favorite in the 600-yard 1
~- run; Forrest Killibrew, a 25-7 long jumper; and the
{ distance medley team ( Douglas, Hondo Sheats, Becht ,
' and Cuzzort), which had a 9: 46,3 race to its credit.
"The 1,000 yard run could be a great race, a real
barn-burner," Hessel said. "Becht put together a
' 2: 11.9 in the Indiana Relays and should be in a dogfightwith Murray's (David) Rafferty.''
"Another crucial event will be the 60-yard hurdles,''
, Hessel said. "The top four jn tha~ rac~ a, year ago are
L gone and it's reall;r up for grabs."

f
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fSwimmersto meefUt<1
(-" Western's swim team will take an un- ·

!blemished 8--0 record into today's 5 p.m.
: match at Diddle Arena against cross-state
i rival Kentucky.
Western holds a win over Kentucky in the_
Morris Harvey Relays .earlier this year .
1
. · Western has won 20 straight dual matches _.i
!,:

i

• over the last three years, including a win at·
• .Kentucky last year.
•
·; Western's women's gymnastic team, \
r-meanwhile, hosts Mississippi University for !

Women Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Diddle

! Arena, instead of the 2 p.m.

starting time as

)·· announced previously.

. . In a· .dual meet· last Monday., Western
'defeated Kentucky. 121.55 to 117.95.
Western's Barbie Shields, who had previously been out with a muscle injury,
bounced back to win the overall competjtion
,· while teammate Libby Goff finished third
i.

\

overall and won the unbalanced beam
compe~it.iot:1, ._

1
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Western's swim team in~reased !Is
cAual lllalcti record lo 8-0 and . won Its : I
t20tb straight dual.meet with two wins
mt home Saturday-a 66-47 triumph
: over Evansville and a• 73-39 win over
Missouri•Rolla. ·. • ..
Ron Finley won two events for the
Toppers. Finley became only tt,e
second Western swimmer ever to
.break the two-minute mark in the ·200meter individual medley with a time
'of 159:8 and he also won the 200-meter
: backstmke.

·

Other winners for Western included'. j
"Shane Strait in the 1000-meter free: · ,
style, Rus.ty Meyers in the 200-meter
· free style; Tom Angston in required.

: diving, Scott Irwin in the optional
diving and Mark Hackler in the 400meter free style. The 41JO.meter relay
learn composed of Joe Mason, Bill
Jackson, Jay Carter and Steve·
Krigbaum also won.
Western· travels to the •20-team
Saluki Invitational this weekend in
Carbondale before returning· home
the next week for a dual match with
: tough Kentucky.
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Bowling Green; Ky. - Though' ~4!11t•'··;,!nowskl pacecJ. tl!,e·wi11 over Vanderbilt,
Sparking tile win over Eastern was
em Kentucky's swini team sports a ii-0 as each swimmer won two eyents.
Junior diver Tom Angsten, who was par•
\record this seasQII and has won 11 conFinley captured the 200-yard free- Uclpatlng in his first competitive meet
i'secutlve meets; Its cqach, BUI' Powell, style and the 200-yard backstroke. in a year and a half. Angsten took first
r isn't taking Saturday's meet at Eastern Ledesma was a winner In both the 220- lo both diving compet!Jlons with a
Illinois ilghtly.
{
·
· yard breaststroke an(! 200-Yllfd.lodivld· 156.45 In the required, event, and a
, "Eastern lllloois Iii perenlally lo the ual medly. Dymowskl claimed flrsh 243.55 In the optional category.
. .;
i· top IO of tlie Divtslon II rankings," said place In both the ,o and 1oi)cyarcl' free- · :Highlighting the vlct<i/!y over Lout&<'. Powell. "We handled them pretty easily style events.
•
·
. vtlle was sophomore Finley, 'who placed
Hast year, but they should be a lot tough- Earlier meets (Jan. 12, 13) Western first In both the' 500-yard aild 1,000-yard
! er this season because of a strong re- beat Eastern Kentucky 69-44 and Louis-. freestyle events. His time of 10:1.0,154 ln
\ crultlng year."
ville 72-41.
·
the 1,000-yard·. freestyle set a U of L
' westem's most recent victory was a
pool record.
74-39 decision over Vanderbilt last Sat· . · Followlng'Saturday's meet at-•Eastern
urday In Nashville. Powell felt his team
,Illinois, Western returns home''to lace
i would win the meet, but was surprised
:.Evansville and Missouri-Rolla in a trtan·. by the wide margin.
_gular meet on Feb. 3.
·
"We swam. very well. Normally we
Evansville Is undefeated this season,
don't swim well In V,u,dy's pool," said ·
.-while Missouri-Rolla Is annuallly ranked
Powell, "There were a lot al close :
:. among the top {earns in Division II.
races, and we seemed to have the edge ·
· With Western undefeated at the half•
in most,.ol them."
,.1,way mark of the season, Powell is natu-1
Western's sophomore trto of Ron Fin, ;rally pleased with bis team's showing
ley, Roberton Ledesma and Butch Dythus far.

'·

!
.
I
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/Western Kentucky Marksmen
!'Shoot Down Flyers In Upset
I·'record
Western Kentucky used a school
shooting performance to

(

(

stun the oddsmakers, who listed
: WKU as a 13-point underdog, and
upset Dayton University 78-72 in
Dayton Wednesday.
Sepfor Greg Jackson hit for 19
· points to lead the way, but it was
. the i:l:illtoppers' 78.4 percent shoot-·
l\}g '29 of 37) that did in the Flyers,
\13-4.:
, The percentage eclipsed the old
W!l!!t~rn, Kentuckr record of 69.8

when the Hilltoppers hit 44 of 63
against Morehead State.
The 'Toppers, now 10-6, led at
half 39-34 and held on to win as
Mike Reece iced the game with five
free throws down the stretch.
Jackson, who scored 14 of his
points in the final half, also snared
14 rebounds and dealt out 8 assists
to help defeat Dayton ..
In tonight's OVC action, Tennessee Tech travels to Evansville to
meet the revived Purple Aces.

I
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Sports s
Top swimmers win ,
Western's swim team notched its

17th straight dual match victory
Saturday with a surprisingly easy 74•
39 win at Vanderbilt. Vanderbilt was
the last team to beat the Hill toppers in
a dual meet back in February, 1977/\ ,

1

Western, which took nine of 1 ·13 ·

events, was led by three double
winners. Ron Finley got two firsts in
the 200-yard freestyle and the 200
backstroke, and his 2:00.6 clocking in
in the 200-yard freestyle was his best .
this year. It was still of his school
record of l: 56.6.
·
Dymowski, meanwhile, took both
sprint events and led the Hilltoppers
to 1·2 sweeps in both events. Mark
Ritter was second in the 50 while Jay
Carter finished behind Dymowski in

the. 100-yard freestyle. Roberto
Ledesma was the other two-event 1
winner, taking the 200-yard individual i
medley and the 200-yard breaststroke.
Western now takes a 5-0 record into
the weekend's meet with perennial
Division II national power Eastern
Illinois in Charleston.

(
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Tops lose Atkinson
Western baseball coach Barry Shollenberger got some good news and some bad
news Wednesday night.
The good news was that former Western
baseball standout Jim Atkinson had signed
with the Montreal Expos. The bad news was
that Atkinson wasn't a FORMER Western
player until he signed the professional pact,
foregoing his final year of eligibility at
Western this spring.
"It's good news for him and bad news for
us," said Shollenberger, "but I guess it
could really help us in the long run. At least
It shows what kind of players we're getting
In our program now."
Last year as a Junior, Atkinson helped
lead the Hill toppers to the Western Division
title In the Ohio Valley Conference by hitting
a school record I I homers and finishing with
a .408 batting average.

·(
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f Hessel, Grov,es cHed
t

Del Hessel of Western has been named the cross-

' country coach of the year in the Ohio Valley Con;. ference, and Western freshman Jim Groves has
,',-.been named the OVC cross-country runner of the
year.
.

t
(

Despite ,fielding one of the youngest teams in the

/J league, Hessel guided the Hilltoppers to the 1978

i'.

OVC crown. Western went on to finish fourth in the
'.·,NCAA regional meet at Greenville, S.C., and 22nd in-·
the nationals at Madison, Wis.
Groves, a first-year man from Oaksville, Ontario,

was a key figure in Western's return to prominence

,.. in the OVC. Groves finished among the top three
1

.

individuals in all but one of the Hilltoppers 1 meets

·: this fall, and won the OVC individual title in the
' conference meet at Mtirfreesboro, Tenn.
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· Swimmers triumph •
Western's swim team opened its
, season on a winning note over -the

weekend in Charleston, W. Va., 1
' defeating Morris Harvey 52-35 in a ,
dual meet Friday and scoring a come- •
from-behind win in the Morris Harvey

Invitational Saturday.
With just four events left, Western '
trailed Kentucky by 14 points. But the ,
Toppers came back in the meet
dominated by Kentucky teams to ·
~core 112 compared to 102 for UK and
84 for Eastern. Western clinched the
victory when its 400-yard freestyle
relay team compoSed of Butch
Dymowski, Jay ·carter, Steve
Krigbaum and Mark Ritter won that
event.

Western scored a major upset over

. UK when its butterfly relay team
. composed of Dymowski, Carter,
Roberto Lesdesma and James
Mulliltin set a meet record with a time

of 3:34.12, nipping Kentucky by twotenths of a second.

In Friday's win,

Western

won

\ despite outstanding performances by
Harvey Mo~ris, which established
1
itself as a small college power by
, qualifying six men for the nationals.

Western will face Southeast
Missouri Wednesday in its last meet
, before Christmas.

~

(

1
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· Wester!i swimming coach Bill Powell

, recently.': p,,t his team through a
· _-: thorough six-week training session in

'; preparation for the '78-79 season.
; "I'm pleased with this year's team,"
· Powell said. "Although we have less
-\.t3:Jen! than last season, we make up for
r_' at with enthusiasm. I'm very op-

•
r

n tlmistic "

In spit~ of losing lour outstanding

swimmers off of last season's 11-0
team, most through graduation, the

~

r?utlook is good with 14 lettermen
eturmng. Leading the 'Toppers will be

l

wo seniors who have been named coaptains: Jeff Cavana. a backstroker
rom tseUevue, Ky.; and Mike

ressman, a freestyle performer from
rlanger, Ky.
Ii:!''- Also teturning are several school

t·

11,·. record holders. Sophomore Ron Finley

i·:.set
t_·._

three Western records last season

as a freshman - the 200-yard freestyle

tand' the 100- and 200-yard backstroke.
Dymowski, a sophomore, holds
~-•,the 50-yard freestyle record: and
p;another sophomore, Bill Jackson, set
:the record for the 100- and 200-yard
,b-~ea~tstroke. Junior Jay Carter came
w1thm a hall second of setting the 100.~, fard freestyle record last year.
11;: Among other outstanding returnees is
: ,Mark (Tex) Ritter, a sprinter voted the
i \squad's most improved swimmer last
I •~~ason. Powell considers Tex one of the
~ Tlardest workers on the team. Senior
~· James· Mulliken, ~ 4.0 student. has

t\ Bu\ch

(

shown steady improvement every year.
And, Mark Hackler, a junior, holds the
school record for all distance freestyle
events.
Nine freshmen talents join the team.
Three of these newcomers could immediately become big factors in the
Toppers' success this season. Rusty
Myers, from St. Charles, Ill., is capable
of breaking several school freestyle
event records. Scott Irwin, from Ypsilanti, Mich., will be filling the
vacancy left by top diver Rick Kral, a
1978 graduate. And, Rich Rodenbeck,
last year's Iowa state breaststroke
champion, should figure in the scoring
often.
Western will be severely tested this
year against some very strong terns.
Vanderbilt, Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky and Eastern Illinois will be
among the challenges the Hilltoppers
will face this winter. ,
The ·Toppers will also participate in
the Midwest Intercollegiate Championships ( instead of the annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming
Championships) and the always-tough
Saluki Invitational. The '78-79 season
officially begins for the Hilltoppeas on
Dec. I at Charleston, West Virginia,
where the Westerners take on West
Virginia and Morris Harvey.
"After so much training, we're
anxious to go after some competition,''
Powell added. "We'll be ready.''.
.

·

,
;_:I

·1,

\
"'1
·
.,
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Tops finish out of running
·f';

.

<.

'.

I

We~terh's men's cross~country team, with Dave:
Long' \be top finisher in 79th place, finished out of
, the running in lhe National Collegiate Athletic
Association Championships Monday in Madison,
, Wisc.
··
·
Oregon's Alberto Salazar braved the 20-degree
we~ther and the blowing snoW flurries to win the
/ \0,000 meter race, but :rexas-Jsl Paso won the team
rchampjonshlp by placing two runners right behind
Salazar~stufman Nyambl and Michael Musyoki..
Oregon finished second,.. .
I
_ No individual times or compiete point totals are1
\~v_aJl.~9,le)!Iltil NCAA officials certify the results. ;

I

i
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;Topper runne:rs

:;

,_ ,.~-- ri

·l

·i·

:ref;l!:,;,fq~"~~A.A
. After fin)S~iilg, fourth in
l{e~qUng Wesfern , in
· the Natl<lnal Collegiate, the',,'ii,.l\tic/li!').,Wtrampionships
Athletic Association District,· w1Utiiiil!Jin i3ecl,t,,Long, Jim
III Chainpionslii~s · last· Oro,ves,; 1:im,l},;Q<lks, ChfiS

,. Saturdayf;western's"':ross~ P~yne_, t,GJ;~&<~.:.~o_n~e~ .. aqd
country,foaln travels to the Mll<~c;i,y,,· ,t ,,, ':y,• ·,,.
NCAA Championships
Monday, .aU, 11 a,m, in
Madison, .Wis,
Third~year coach Del
Hessel who~·team won the
. '
-. '
Oh,o Valley ,Conference
meet three w,~eks ago after

O1.IJ1~.2Jl.t\'\'~:.qu!l,l)/ymg
for the ll!ee.0Jessel, exm9ts
Texas-El., l:'.aso, , Orf.ll0/1,
WisconsiS and Washillgt'on
State to emerge_near the top.
Tennessee, which woh the
district ,m t 'th 0 nl . 35
.
ee w,
Y

1
~~~~~s~d!~~u:e;
:~n b:a~ ~~~
ru~n.ers points i the d' t . t

finishing tourth _the year

befor~, _ thmk~ __ his
can fm1sh among the top 15

18

Grovn
. rd,c
t. ·
. nh f •~~
es , pace
es ern,
tearns, a Ithou~, resuiuan finishing 13th With a clocking
John Graham, has ·lefLJhe, of 30 , 41
th
t
team
. over e 10 ,000 me er
·
r.: 1course.. -Groves also lead
Graham, one of the top Western with a win in the
runners early in' the season, conference meet.
finished 10th in the con~
Long, a native of Bour•
i' ference meet but had a freak nemouth, England, finished
;_ fall in the district meet .and• second .for Western in 19th
ended in 291h:Jllace, Graham place, only 17 seconds behind
went hom~f: \to Scotland Groves in spit of a run•in
because or pe(~nal r,~asons. with a tree root at about the 4
"We're caJ)hble or doing it 1/2 mile mark. Long injured a
if we maintain good mental nerve ending in the mishap.
composure," said Hessel,
''His whole leg went
whose lineup features all dead-he had to stop to walk
freshmen and sophomores it off," Hessel said. '•If he
except for senior Dave Long. hadn't continued to run, we
"We are very a very young, wouldn't have qualified for
f but a good, team."
the nationals."
w·

1

I
/
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• DallY News "I"'
rlter
/?~.\1'·.\Vhen'Jim Groves <no re1ation) arrived in the United
~\:SQltes frOm Canada this ran, there Was plenty of d_oubt
'}{1!!.!be mind of the slender cross co.untry spe.cial ist. .
if ;1'-.'.~~Uthan anything, Groves enJoys running. To him.
happi~. comes in the form of a 10,000 meter cross

!1'

c01111try&>.ur,;e. .

I'

,.

~roves was unsure of how

·

he would fit in at

,·. Western·;· allllQllgb he had competed internationally
r,,,.ov~;the~Jll"l".'H~?idn't give doubt a chance.
.
•· ., Ill hls.;(lrst ,::olle81ate race, a dual meet with
•·Vnatlonallyranked Murray, Groves took first place with
,·a time of 24:44 o~a(lve-mile
course, leading Western
<'.:-a..•,;!.
,,
toaP:-29·upset. ~";,~,:; . ~, ,., 1..:-,· ,'
Since~ Groves·Jl3$n't ll>oked back. Last Saturdl)' .,.
• '
.., ' . "inistration Goll Course in
M~
•: ri,ves won the Ohio Valley
'" .Conf
.l,)o;ooo meter lime ot '30:37,
, agai
,\ID<lefeated team to a v,~tory.
f · : , .;_A•rm
as mY. best race ever,·· said the
l>ille'!lY'.
·~.;
beall~ammate and roommate
1
,;,,. •
·· .
·
.,iecond to ¢apture the title. "I didn't

t

~}•: "h•'• _•.·

,,-_•i

--~

~-:·-race:[ _:-~- ~-·-:

~

-_~t.:~ ~ .-. , ~ ·g1;1tnow -~"fs ~be-st season _ever,"
'('iie' 'lj).?•i1t•· . ·..· .the good training program. My
4

''"!:'

·,

'A\'is · - ·
·

,,,·was:b

co ,, . Magazine

~

I.

ftlhetop50inthenationalsthisyear.
sure."
.steep
. ~ . ' not
.
'
" by Grov~s'. wm was
· "Hes5e1/whose team
~ _:,_ ,.1,,_:;"'
on in ~Jast Harrier
c,•.,.•·

:;:; i,i ., ','.1:&R".l~~ri~ atJim w_inningthe O~C," He~!
,-a

...

OJ

~OJ

>
0

z

said, "in fact, I told some other people to look out for
him."
Western's John Graham. another freshman, was the
favorite to win the race. Graham, Who became eligible
on1y two meets ago, hadn't finished below fourth and
had beaten Groves in the WKU Invitational two weeks
ago. But he fell off the pace midway through the race,
and finished in 10th.
"Al the Invitational, he took it away from Graham,
and Graham came back to win it," Hessel said. "He
was very capable of winning the conference, and I
think it came as no surprise."
Next in line for Groves (and Western) is the District
II Championships, which will be held in Greenville.
S.C. Nov. 11. Among the 43 teams competing will be the
best of the Atlantic Coast Conference and_ the
Southeastern Conference.
,
"This'll be the biggest- race of my cafeer. I guess,''
Groves said. "I haven't thought about it, I'll just train
from day to day. When I get to the starting line, I'll
start thinking about it."
"I'm not worried about it," h~ said. :Tll just go .qut
and try to run my own race and see how high I can ·
fini..sJJ."

·

, .,_..

_

.

Groves started distance running,as a-ninth grader at
White Oaks High School in pakfield, Ontario, west of
Toronto. Aiyiough he finished in lhE: top.· six _in his
province the first three years, succes.s\~idn't ,com~
untillastyear.
. · . ,,_
.·. ·::i/i:(.}:·f.;.; ~- ,1".,,
Competing for Track
Toronto '1ira,led ~lubl, .:
Groves finished second in the nationals to. Rob' Eari, ,
and wound lip going to Scotland on Canada's team ~Q
the Junior World Cross Country Championships. ,, · <

wea· Ca

.

'

'

:~.

"I didn't do so well, I had the flu the week before."
Groves said of his 29th place finish. ''Maybe I wasn't
physically fit, I just try to forget about that." ,.
· •.
Hessel heard of Groves through hi~ exploits in the
World ChampioJ?,ships, and wi:-ote him a letter.
"I visited three schools and I just liked the·.area, the
coaching and all that," Groves siad. ··1 wanted to come
here. I was real impressed with the training program ...
Presently, Groves is running about 105 miles a week.
He usually runs with Brooks in the morning, and then
trains with the team in the afternoon.
"Running is not so lonely-it's just painful," Groves
adds with a smile. "That's the main thing. When you're
in ti:-ack, lots of things happen. You have a slower
metabolic rate and you're always kind of tired. At
night, right after dinner, you would rather go to bed·
than do home work."
Western is a team of the future. Except for senior
Dave Long, the squad is made up of only freshmen and
sophOmores. And with the addition of two transfers,
David Murphy and Larry. Cuzzort, the Toppers should
be-e\Ten stronger next year.
"~ext year we'll have quite an awesome team,"
Groves admils. "With the talent we have, we should be
in the 'top thre"~tXhhe· nation. I could have a problem
just getting-on the team next year.·•
:
Now that's being doubtful.

NAtitiV 1.lJLC.
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(

/ifl estern Kentuckli.J!V.,9rfd . .
:Jn OVC Cross Co~try
Meet
'.'

,,.

1 Western Kentucky University Is
, favored to win Saturday's Ohio
.'Valley Conference cross country
l)hampionships to be held over
,10,000 meters at Veterans Admin- ·
~lstration golf course in Murfrees!boro. Starting time is 10:30 a.m;

(
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sports. shorts-

1

western harriers win

!.

Western's crO$S·country team won its own in·
vitational meet Saturday at Hobson Grove Park,
with Hill topper runners clalming°lour ol lhe top five
Individual spots in the live-mile race.
John Graham of Western was first, followed by
teammates Jim Groves and Tim Brooks. Graham's
winning time Was 24 minutes, 47 .2 seconds.

Western finished with a team total of 23 points,
followed by Troy State with 71, Memphis State with
79, Wright State with 115, Cincinnati with 139,
Cumberland with 183, Louisville with 199 and
Northern Kentucky with 235.
Oel Hessel's nationally ranked team is still undefeated this fall alter competition against a total of
29 opponents.

PARK CITY DAILY NEWS
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ft s. po~ts.'
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t West~rh :teams in a'ctio,n

•
I

~'.·.
Westem's m~~,~- cross country_-team .tra-Vels to
~,: Murray State-this weekend for its first competition
this year, Coach Del Hessel is hoping his team, led
. by one·time All-American Dave Long and
sophomore Bob Swann can again gain. national
. prominence.
;,; . The women's tennis team, with a 2·2 record, also
travels· to Mur~ay to face matches With the Racers,

t:k Southwest

Missouri and Southern IllinoisEdwardsville, Freshman Sandy Leslie, playing in
the No, I spot, is undefeated thus far,
,, · Golf coach Jim Richards will also take his forces

t
f

k to Murray for a tournament after finishing sixth in

~ Indi~na State's Sycamore Classic, Tranfer Jim
[ Bagnardi and senior Tom Urtz averaged 77 and 79
respectively there.
,
The women's cross county team travels to Illinois
1 St.ate for an invitational meet.
t, . ., ' " ,
" ',. ··''" .,. _.. "· ' .
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Wednesday, Sept. 6, 1978

I

I

By JIM GROVE·

, , . Dally News Sports Writer ,, " ..,,,
.?The British are ~ming, the British are c:i,Jillpg, ,•.
fThe last time that song was voiced i(£b.,i'<!~t/e~r
. to. \lie hearts of many American p~tr~\s. ·rh.~s''fe..·.·4r,
el Hessel will setue for a little fear ·1nstmet\n!'( the
:c:~~es.oi Ohio Valley Confer~,, ~roS!l~~ry

ll>ayne,a trans/er from Carsitri-Newnian, wh1>was the
;'top runner there last year. Freshman George,g,mner
)rom New Jersey will also see action.
· '.
:. "It's a lit!le early to be optimistic;. bill If we stay
i injury-fi°&i.we'll be able to carry ~utqurl!q~s, w~l) is

1,,Hessel, Western's third0year coach~.will field,a team
1omposed of two Britons, two Can~, one Scotland
f~roduct and yes, three Americans,~ he is hoping; of
'course, to set the OVC and the natIQn;aflre the way
some Western Englishmen, Nick RoS<! and Dave Long
to name a couple, did several :;eari,ago. ' ·
.

i

t

; "It's hard to say how good we ltfbe," said Hessel,

iwhose team competes in its first match Sept, 23 against
'.'j,erennial OVC power Murray.
.
\.'
. "I think we'll be in the top 15 in the nation, and we
·may surprise some people and finish higher than that,"
,,hesaid.
; Hessel actually paid for this year last year, when he
opted to redshirt one-time All-American Long and Jon
~. Slaughter, who was the fifth man on Western's 1976
f team wµich finished 14th in the nation. That plan back! fired somewhat when Slaughter decided·to get married
I and stay out of school. But Hessel still has Long.

l

l

· \i Long, who got All-American honors as_ a freshman
I. when he finished 23rd In the nation, has 6een plagued
i' by injuries during his career at Western, An Injury
/ which would have kept him out. until late last season
i'. prompted Hessel to redshlrt him.
.
{

''.Our objective this year stems from last year,"

f men
~

carry the load. We knew we would take some
knocks."
.
·
1

Hessel may have changed his rliind if he would have
. known how hard those knocks would be. With his top
f runner, Bob Swann, out In a freak accident before the
ls conference meet, Western finished a disappointing
f fourth.
•·
Swann, Western's second Englishman, returns as
one of Hessel 's top runners. He finished no lower than
i;, ninth in four meets before the OVC last season.

!

Then there is Ron' Becht, a Canada product, who was
;. Western's top finisher I17th) in the OVC meet last
i year. Sophomores Tim Brooks and Mike Clay, both
from Florida, round out the returnees.
,
· John Graham, who was . on the ,Scotish Com!,. monwealth team this year, and Canadp's Jirri.,,Groves
1 a:re Hessel's top signees.
.'.
· .

I

Groves finished 15th in the Junior· World Cross
Country Cham11ionships in Scotland last year and has
run 8:50 for two"rnil¢s; while Graham has run the mile

'in4:03.,.
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"We-will if.se ltlw>.\Gra)l,am) this year·,~- !'11··.. \•~id.
j Our go'IIH~ to ~el'.jii!l1 adapted apd ge~,. . :~t)ed
I down:,Heioi>_mes over with better credenttal~ '&,'f(l!Iost,

1;: of-the other Englishmen."
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..,· ·. Men'sGolf ·_ ··1
,.-;;:4 _
Jim Richards m~y be a'newcomer ti> the college golf

'· scene, but he h3sn 1 t wa.Bted any time making his
· presence felt.
.

, Richards, who resigned as Western's basketball
,' coach this spring only to take over golf dµties from
, Frank Griffin, has signed a host of freshman to this
• year's team.
· ,~
"I've got them from about everywhere," Richards

said. "When I found out I had the job, coach Iathletic
director Johnny) Oldham said go up and see the .high
~-school team ·meet. I said, 'coach, that Was last week.'''

I

i Lucky {or Richards, the state individual meet was 1
still to come. And lucky for Western, Richards got the
'services of Ken Perry Jr. from Lone Oak, who tied for 1

ftop honors in the tournament.
· "He's a good player and an excellent prospect,"

, Richards said, ''He has the swing and the temperment.
: With time, he has the talent to be outstanding."
'

Western will have almost au new faces on the team,
except (or Bowling Green's David Dalton and Tom
Urtz, who comes from New York.
·, Mike Natoh from Syracuse, N. Y., is also expected to

'•add depth to the team as will a junior collfge transfer, :

i Jim Bagnardi. Naton won the New York PGA Junior. I

, Hessel said. "We redshlrted people and Jet the fresh-

I

::·to
win the conference,"' Hessel safa-~·,,,
'·
. . /"

.,

Hessel is also expecting help from sophomore Chris

,c .. - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " '

· Tournament this year, while Bagnardi competed ,for
[ Broward Junior College in the National Junior College 1

i

; :tournament.

,

Richards also obtained the services of Scott Collins, 1
who was on a state high school championship team '
· from St. Louis and who also finished fourth in the state'!

f

:. as an individual.
The first-year coach also has a pair

l

o(

Tennessee I

· products, whom he calls some of the best PGA tuniors I
In the state. They are James McCord from Tul,ahoma
and Shawn Maden .from Nashville. Maden )Valked .
away with a third-place finish in the Ndshville
\ Metropolitan Area Pro-Am tournament this sunimer.
;I Todd Swiler, a walkon from Wisconsin, has _Jlayed i

.well during the tryout oeriod, according to Richa.•ds,
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Tops lose Atkinson
Western baseball coach Barry Shollenberger got some good news and some bad
news Wednesday night.

The good news was that former Western
baseball standout Jim Atkinson had signed

with the Monl real Expos. The bad news was
that Atkinson wasn't a FORMER Western

player until he signed the professional pact,
foregoing his final year of eligibility at

Western this spring.

,.

ult's good news for him and bad news for

us/' said Shollenberger, "but I guess it
could really help us in the long run. At least
It shows whal kind of players we're getting

. In our program now."
Last year as a junior, Atkinson helped
lead the Hilltoppers to the Western Division
title In the Ohio Valley Conference by hitting

a school record 11 homers and finishing with
a .408 batting average.

I
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Top baseball team splits
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - Western's baseball team
opened its season with a split of two games with
Alabama here Thursdt.1,y in Western's annual swing

through the south.
The Toppers lost to Alabama 9-2 in the first game,
but roared back to take a 10-1 decision in the second

contest. Alabama had just beaten South Alabama,
ranked nth in the nation, in a doubleheader the day
before.
Joe Greenwall got the win for Barna in the first
game, holding Western to seven hits. Mark
Wi1liams got the win for Western in the second
game, however, as he and reliever Mark Bivins held

Alabama to just three hits.
Western 's Ricky Despues went four for four in the

second contest, while Larry Hatchcock, a transfer
from Alabama, added a home run. Western, now 1-

1, faces Auburn today, which is ranked 10th in the

nation. Alabama dropped to 5-5 on the year.
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That time
Spring sports under,~~y at Western
'· '•·

By CLARK HANES
Dally News Sports Editor
The first full weekend of spring sports at Western •
will include the baseballers' home opener, the season
openers for the men's and women's track teams, and

1

'

I

l

an invitational tournament for the men's golf team.
For the Hilltoppers' baseball teatn, it might be a case
of getting out of the frying pan and into the fire. After
struggling to a 5-7 record during its annual trek south
last week, Barry Shollenberger's troops begin the
home portion of their schedule Friday against highlytouted Grand Valley (Mich.) State.
"The finished with an outstanding 38-5 record last .
season," said Shollenberger, who led Western to the
OVC Western Division title last spring. "I'm sure
they'll come in with another.fine team this year."
Grand Valley, coached by former major league
pitching standout Phil Regan, will take on the
Hiptoppers in back-to-back doubleheaders at l p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
Western got off to a respectable 4-3 start during its
swing through Alabama, Georgia and Florida, but lost
four of its last five outings before returning home. The·
, Hilltopp_ers were scheduled to play a single game at
Evansville on Tuesday, but the contest was called off
because of wet grounds.
·
Missing the big bat of Jim Atkinson, last year's home
run and RBI leader who bypassed his final year of
eligibility for a shot at the pros, Western was held to
three runs or less in half its game during the southern

swing. Leaving runners on base also was a problem,
with 84 men stranded in 12 games.
"We definitely need to swing the bat with more
consistency/" said Shollenberger. "We're still sear~
ching for clutch hitters."
·
. '
"We took the trip to find our strengths and
weaknesses," he added, "and we found them. We also
found out how the other half lives. Many of the teams
we played down there _v.iere truly awesome."
While Saturday's twin bill is going on at Nick Denes
Field, the men's track team at Weste,., will be opening
its outdoor season by hosting the VvKU Invitational.
Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois and Lincoln
University are the other participants in the 12:30 p.m.
meet at Smith Stadium.
Meanwhile, the women's track team will be getting
its outdoor season underway this weekend in the Lady
Gator Relays at Gainesville, Fla., and the inen's golf
team will be participating in the Evansville Spring
Invitational at Evansville, Ind.
Women's track coach Carla Coffey will be taking a
twelve-member squad fo Florida this weekend, including only three upper classmen. Leading the Lady
Toppers will be senior Gayle Watkins, who recently
finished second in both the 60-meter hurdles and the
long jump in the AIAW Indoor ohanpionships.
· "The Lady Gal.or is a tough meet to open up, with, but
it should provide us some good, quality competition,"
said Coffey. "They usually have 30 or 40 teams from all
over the country in. it."
The men's golf team opened the spring season lasl
week with a respectable fifth-place showing out of I:
teams in the Padre Isles Intercollegiate Tournament a·
Corpus. Christi, Texas. Oklahoma won the tourney
followed by Eastern Kentucky, Texas · Wesleyan
Northern Illinois and Western.
This weekend's· two-day tournament in Evansvi\l
will be held at the Oak Meadow Country Club. Wesler
won the Evansville Fall Invitational last semister, b1
ils expected to get stiff challenges from Purdue an
Western llllnois this weekend.

I
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Tops sweep
two'Monday
Western opened the home portion of its baseball
season Monday by sweeping both ends of a
doubleheader from Ferris State, defeating lhe visitors
9-1 and6-l.
The games were the Hilltoppers' first outings after
returning home from their annual southern swing,

where they posted a 5-7 mark against stiff competition.
Western also was scheduled to host the same Ferris
squad in two more games today at 1 p.m., but only if
the weather improved.
Western coach Barry Shollenberger got complete
games from Mark ,Biven in the opener, ~nd Larry

Glasscock in the nightcap.
In the first game, Biven went the distance while
stopping the visitors from Michigan on just three hits.
The former DeSales standout gave up only two walks
during the seVen-inning contest, while striking out
three. ·
In the second game, Glasscock recorded his first win
of lhe young season by holding Ferris to four hits.
Losing pitcher Greg Rambo also tossed a four-hitter,
but was victimized by a third-inning Western rally.
After getting a 1-0 lead on an unearned run in the first
inning of the nightcap, Rambo walked lhe first three
men he faced in the bottom of the third. Two outs later,
Western got a bloop double from top RBI man Mike
Williams and a triple by Leonard Phillips-his third of
the day-lo score four times.
Phillips had tripled twice in the opener, while three
others players tagged a quartet of Ferris pitchers for
two hits apiece-Walt McTheny, Kenny Fox and
Tommy Sapp.
Western's big inning in the first game was the fifth,
where lhe Hilltoppers crossed the plate six times to
break open what had been a close contest. A base-on-

balls started it all, followed by a double by Fox, a hil
batsman, another walk, a balk, a triple by Phillips, a
double by Williams and a single by Sapp.
Ferris State got its only earned run of the afternoon
in the first inning of the opener 1 touching Biven for two
hits and a sacrifice. The visitors got their only other
run of the day in the first inning of the second game,
but it was unearned.
FerrlsSt.
Western ·

100 000 0·1 3 O
FerrlsSt.
101 160 x-9 8 2 . western

Beeg, Sweet (5), Danlcls (SJ,
. Lewis (6) and C<11Jlkins.

BiVen and Green.

100_ 000 0-1 -' O
004 011 x,-6 .f 1

Rambo and Ci!Ulkins.
Glasscock and Zarate .
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· · (Stall photo by Ron Hosklns)

Crhne pays _for the Hilltoppers
. RONNIE STEWART (9) of Western ,udes safely Into
second with' a stolen base during Thursday's
· doubleheader with Eastern llllnols at Nick Denes

Field. Second baseman Dennis Conley had no chance to ·
make the tag, with the throw from the plate pulling him
oil the base. Western won both games,~ and 7-L ·:. , ··
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Coach likes Tops·' OVC hopes

By CLARK HANES
third. Depth is provided by
: Dally News Sports Editor .
· ,_, =
·
.
Freddie Carlisle and Charlie
: Western baseball coach··
Payne, both part-time
Barry Shollenberger can't
~ J!.
regulars a year ago on a 26find much to complain about.
19 squad.
;as his team swings into Ohio
~-m,,:, ·
,
· The outfield miss~s the
'.Valley Conference play this
booming bat of Jim Atklnweekend, journeying to
son, who passed up his final
Middle Tennessee for two
·
year of eligibility for a shot
games · Saturday before ·
at the pros. Still, there Is no.
1979
3
returning home for a_ twin.
Page .S-A
FRIDAY• MARCH o,
shortage of talent.
.·
bill against Tennessee Tech
· · At the moment, the
on Sunday.
·
. more important things on his seven hits in the nightcap, starters are Wall McThenny,
: In fact, Shollenberger was mind, like beginning OVC and neither currently ranks Leonard Phillips and
;all smiles after seeing his play this weekend. Western among the team's . top Tommy Sap'). Phillips and
team sweep both ends of a is the defending champion in starters.
Sapp both si...w considerable
iwin · bill from visiting -the Western Division of the
Four of the team's top five playing time last year; while·
;Eastern Illinois on Thursday · OVC, although the league starting hurlers are junior McThenny ls a highly-touted
at Nick Denes Field. will not be split into two college transfers-Larry transfer from · Brevard
:Western won 4-0, 7-1.
divisions this spring.
Glasscock, Rick Becker, (Fla.) Junior College.
: "That's about as good as
Instead, an-seven teams Mark Williams and Marty However, all three are being
;we can play,'' observed the will be playing a rourid-robin Mason. The other is .senior pushed by Ricky Despeaux
-third-year skipper. ''It might schedule of doubleheaders Mark Biven, a Louisville and Ronnie Stewart, two
:not have looked like it today, . both home and away. At right hander whom more juco transfers, and
hut these· guys have a ·solid season's end_, the top four . Shollenberger has pegged to Elizabethtown sophomore
:program. They didn't give us teams will play in a double- start in Saturday's . first Donnie Thomas.
,
•anything. Whatever we got,• elimination to.urnament at. game at Murfreesboro,
The designated hitter's
:we earned."
the site of the tegularwseason Tenn.
.
role, meanwhile, belongs to
'. The Hilltoppers earned champion to determine the
Glasscock, a junior from big Joe (Barna) Hathcock.
~heir fift)l and sixth straight league's representative to Louisville by way of Martin The first player ever
,wins at home to push their the NCAA.
(Tenn.) Junior College, will recruited by Shollenberger,
:Season mark to 11-7, with a
In other words, all four get the nod In the second Hathcock slammed two hits
:final game set against the games on tap this weekend game, while Shollenberger is including a homer ,In
:same club today-weather are big ones.
undecided on Sunday's two Thursday's first game.
permitting.·
. · "Depth in our pitching starters.
McThenny also had two
, Meanwhile, the first game staff is one of our strongest
The ace of the bullpen hits including a roundtrlpper
:or Thursday's doubleheader suits _this year," noted corps is senior Rick Gittens, in the opener, while Stewart
;became something of a Shollenberger. "I th_ink whom Shollenberger likes to and Mike Williams had three
>landmark for Shollenberger that's going to come In call "the Sparky Lyle of our hits_ apiece in the second
:when his team came out on handy this spring with ail staff." Other relievers are game. Fox chipped in with a
Jop. It was his 100th victory these back- t.o - back senior Jeff McKinley, junior double and a triple, while
-in the collegiate ranks, in' doubleheaders in the OVC on Rick Baker and junior turning in some flashy
eluding 56 at Western.
· Saturday and Sunday."
college product Ben Jones.
defensive plays at .third
; "Before the season . Despite the graduation of
Catchers Mike Green and base.
·
:started/' said Sh<illen- last year's ace, P3ul Or- Rene Zarate have been E. tlllnols
000 000 0-0 5 -4
201 010 x-.4-.;6 0
·berger, "somebody figured berson, Western is knee deep giving the Hilltoppers a solid Western
:it up and said my magic in pitchers this spring. 1-2 punch behind the plate, Varnadoe
Furmanski and Pulley. · ·'_,• \
and Green.
,
:number was 10. That first· Marty Varnadoe shut out while the rest of the infield
E. llllnols
• 000 000 1-1 7 o
;game was our 10th win of the Eastern Illinois on five hits has been featuring Mike western
·
130 _201 x-7. J2 2
·season, but I hadn't even in the first game Thursday Williams at first, Ron Rocco Oz9a, Lumberg (4), ,Hoffni~0{:(6)
:thought about it."
while Wayne Denton gave up at second, Mike Murray .at and Pulley.
,',-,1 :. './, ·:'./;';?.;: · ;· .
: Perhaps because he had only one run (unearned) on short and Kenny Fox at
OentonandZa~~~~: }_·:_,_,'.~::.,}ft·., j
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100 wins

~

WESTE.RN COACH
Barry Shollenberger
turns to Juggling during
Thursday's doubleheader
with visiting . Eastern
Illinois at Nick Denes
Fleld. The Hilltoppers
won the first game of the
twln bill 4--0 to give
Shollenberger his 100th .
. wln as a collegiate coach,
; and later completed the
• sweep wlth a 7-1 win in
: the nightcap.
(Photo by Hoskins)
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Top hasehallers
entertain ·Middle,
Moving up in· the Ohio Valley Conlerence standings plus a little revenge
will be on the mind of Western's
baseball team Saturday, as the Toppers
host conference foe Middle Tennessee
for two games beginning at 1 p.m.
Western, 15-14 overall and 2-4 in the
OVC following a 1-0 win over Murray
Wednesday, got oll to a bad start in the
conference a couple of weekends ago at
Middle when the Toppers lost a pair, 5-4
and 7-1.
In addition to baseball, six other
Western spring sports teams will be in
action this weekend. The women's goll
team is at the Lady Kat Invitational in
Lexington, the men's tennis team hosts

OVC foe Murray, the women's tennis
team laces Austin Peay and Vanderbilt, the men's track team is at the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville and the
women's track team is at the Murray
Stale InvilalionaL
Alt.er dropping live of seven contests
last week including two of three OVC
games, Western came back against the
Racers Wednesday. Alter winning the
first game, the second contest, tied 5-all
alter eight innings, was called for
darkness.

"It has really been frustrating,"
Western coach Barry Shollenberger
said. "We're not playing that bad. our
pitching has been good and our fielding
has been adequate. We're just in a
terrible team hitting slump and haven't
been getting the clutch hits we've
needed.''·

Western's men's track coach Del
Hessel sees the 60-team Dogwood
Relays as an excellent opportunity for
members of his team, which had an
easy 103-34 dual meet victory at Murray
last Saturday.
"This meet provides an excellent
opportunity for our athletes to go alter
natlonaly-qualilying marks," Hessel
said. "Some of the beclt earns. around

will be represented and there should be
some outstanding performances."
The women's track team hopes that
history will repeal itself al Murray,
where the Lady Toppers won the meet
last year and went on to finish second in
the state.
The women's tennis team will take a
2-1 dual match record into the matches
with Vandy, East Tennessee and Austin
Peay in Nashville.

l
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Tops split
with ,Cards
Louisville scored two runs on a bloop double in the
sixth inning to win 2-1 in the second game of a
doubleheader with Western at Nick Denes Field on
Tuesday, salvaging a split of the twin bill.
Western,. behind the two-hit pitching of Marty
Mason, stopped the Cardinals 6-2 in the opener.
The homestanding Hilltoppers appeared to be on
their way to a sweep of the two games, taking a 1-0 lead
into the last two innings of the nightcap. But relief
pitcher Mark Williams gave up a leadoll single to the
visitors' Tony Webb, and things began to happen in a
hurry.
· .
Williams walked the next batter, and both runners
moved up on a passed ball. With two outs, ninth-place
hitter Kevin Malone of the Cardinals lofted a fly ball to
right that dropped just inside the foul-ball line and
gave UL its margin of victory.
UL hurler Glenn Sterchi shut out the Hilltoppers the
rest of the way, and finished with a nifty lour-hitter. ·
The winners wound up with a total of six hits off ·
Williams and starter Rick Becker.
·
Western scored its only run in the nightcap on awaik
to Mike Williams, a throwing error on Sterchi during a
pickoff attempt at first, a fielder's choice and an infield
hit by Ron Rocco.
Western finished with only six hits in the first game
of{ losing pitcher Monty Holland, the former Bowling
Green High standout, but it was enough for Mason.
Upping his season mark to 2-2, Mason finished with
seven strikeouts.

Western, now 13-10 on the season, was scheduled to
go to Nashville today (weather permitting) for a 3 p.m.
single game with David Lipscomb.

,_,
.,, x-6
'' ''
Holland and Roberts.

Loulsvllle
WHtern

000 0,0
000

Mason and Gi'"eell,

~

Loulsvllle
Western

Sterchi and Roberts.
Becker, Wltli~ms

Zarate.

,_,

000 002
010 000 0-·1
(5)
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-Sports shorts
Twin bill is scheduled
Western's baseball game at David Lipscomb in
Nashville was rained out on Wednesday, but Lipscomb agreed to turn Friday's single game at
Western into a doubleheader to make up for the Jost
game,
The Hilltoppers will take a 13-10 record into the
non- conference twin bill, which will start at 1 p,m.
at Nick Denes Field. Originally, a single nine-inning
game at 3 p,m, had been scheduled,
Following the doubleheader on Friday, Western
will entertain Eastern In an important Ohio Valley
Conference twin bill here Saturday at 1 p,m, before
traveling to Austin Peay for another OVC
doubleheader on Sunday In Clarksville, Tenn,
Western .Is currently 0-2 In league play after
dropping both ends of a twin bill at Middle Tennessee last weekend.

COURIER-JOURNAL
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U of L, Wes!,ern split games
,.

Speelal to Th• courl•r•Jou.rnal
'

BOWLING GREEN, Ky: --, The University of Louisville split double-head•
er with Western Kentucky University
Tuesday. U of L lost the opener 6·2 and
won the second game 2-1.
In the second game, U of L was bol. stered when second baseman Kevin Ma•
lone hit a tw0--0ut double in the sixth
· inning to drive in both Cardinal runs. U
~ot L' was also paced. by · the four-hit
, pitching ot junior right-hander Glenn
· Sterchi, whO won his llrst game or the
season.
In the opener, Western (13-10) scored
four runs In the fourth inning. The Hill•
toppers got their first two runs on a twoout single by outfielder Leonard Phil,
lips.
Don Thomas then struck out for whal

a

appeared to be the last out, but Louis·
vllle catcher Joe Roberts dropped the
ball and threw wildly to first base, al•
lowing two more runs to score. Four of
·western's six runs off losing pitcher
Monty Holland were unearned.
Holland went the distance, giving l!P
five hits and sttlklng out seven ban.rs·
In six Innings or work.
,
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Colonels win second
'

'

.

for split with Tops
By JIM GROVE
Dally News Sports Writer
As far as Western baseball coach Barry Shollenberger is concerned, once is not enough.
Shollenberger ·was hoping for a sweep of Saturday's
home doubleheader against Eastern, and he got his
hopes up when the Toppers won the first game, 3-0, But
Eastern gained a split with 4-3 decision In the second
game, and the third-year coach was singing the blues ·
afterwards. ·
.
·
Although Shollenberger shuffled his lineup around
for both games because of a team hitting slump, the
Toppers managed only seven hits in both games, and
only two in the second contest.
-~

11

.We needed a sweep really bad," he said. "Anytirrie

you can split on the road, it's a victory."
. "I've said it before and I'll say it again," he said.
'"It's the most mind-boggling thing I've ever seen.
We're in a team hitting siump..:.take two games away
anq we'd be hitting .150 as a team."
The split· dropped Western, which had lost. a
doubleheader to David Lipscomb at home Friday, to
14-13 overall and only 1-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference. But Shollenberger Isn't worried about not
. making the four-team post-season tournament.
"We're not out of it yet,'' he said. ·'.'When we get_ our
bats going, somebody better look out. It's going.to even
out in the end."
Western was scheduled to travel to Clarksville for a
doublehea(ler with Austin Peay this afternoon, before
· returning home for a single game against Nashville
Treveci:a Monday. Eastern, which has had 16 of Its 26
games rained out so far this year, is now 5-5.
In the first game, Western got two runs In the first
inning and that was all junior Marty Mason, now 3-2,
nee.ded. Mason a}lowed the Colonels only two hits, and

didn't let a runner past second,
Joe Hatchcock opened the Western scoring in the ,
first with a double, scoring on Mike Murray's single.
Murray later scored on a single by Freddie Carisie.
The Toppers got the final run in the second •·•nlng,
.when Mike Williams walked, advanced to second on a
error by Eastern pitcher Larry Brcish and scored on a
single by Murray.
Eastern drew first blood in the second game, getting
· two runs in the second inning. After Western second
baseman Ron Rocco missed a tag at second to put
runners on first and second, a passed ball advanced
both Eastern players. Both scored, , then, when
Eastern's Craig Meyer lined a ball down the left field
line.
·
· · ··
However, things still looked good for Western when
Kenny Fox hit the second pitch off Eastern hurler Tom
McNulty in the bottom of the fourth over the left centerfieid fence for a .three-run homer.· Both runners
· were on base thanks to Eastern errors.
Eastern got what proved to be the game-winning
runs in its half of the fifth. After Meyer walked, Darryl
Weaver slammed a triple scoring him and tying things
at three-all. Catcher Bob Grudzini hit a pitch back to
Western pitcher Becker, who threw to high to first
. baseman Walt McThenny. McThenny's throw at the
plate was too late, and the Colonels had the lead again.
"That winning run I still. can't belive," said
Shollenberger, shaking his head. "I can't believe that
kid scored that run. All he (Becker) needed to do was
throw a strike."
After that, Western never threatened as McNulty
retired the 12 batter. Becker, who allowed only four
hits, dropped to 1-1 on the year.
Eastern

western

000 000 0-0 2 1
210 000 0-3 5 1

Brclsh and Grudzini.

Mason and Green.

Eastern
Western

0-4
000 300 0-3
020 020

McNu!ly and Grudzlni.
Becker and Zarate.
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Not this time
AN EASTERN player Is tagged out by Western catcher Mike Green
during Saturday's doublehead!'I" at Nick Denes field. Western won the
first game, 3-0, but Eastern gained a spilt with a 4-3 decision in the

second game. Western was scheduled for a doubleheader at Austin
Peay today.
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:Cage recruiting COf!_tinues;

baseballers drop two games!
.

If you're wondering why
Western hasn't signed any
basketball players yet, join·
the crowd.•
At least, that seems to be
one of the most popular
questions popping up these
days at the barber shop. The
Hilltoppcrs finished the
season with no vacancies·, or
course, but were expected to

.

.

. .. -·'

narrowed his choices to winning a scholarship down with a limeof9:47.42.

Western or Iowa State by the theroad,
Murray's relay team
time his team won the state
• • •
finished third in the distance
tournament.
David Mobley of Western medley at 9:54.26, and
The competition was a helped give a definite OVC Richard Charleston ol the
little stiffer for the 6·7 White flavor to the triple jump in Racers placed second in the
a bull of a forward at 240 the prestigious Florida steeplechase with a lime ol
pounds. Niagara and Relays over the weekend in 8:58.37,.
• • •
Rutgers both were hot on his Gainesville, F'la,
trail, along with Some
~lobley placed third in the
Spring football practice is
Atlantic Coast schools, but event with a distance of 15 continuing at Western; and
lose a couple of reserves who Western remained in the feet, 34 inches, behind two head coach Jimmy Feix said
leapers from Middle Ten- today he was "a little
saw little playing time the thick of the battle.
Assistant coaches Clem nessee-John Do Dao and disappointed" in the team's
past season.
Western dld have one Haskins and Hay Hite were Greg Artis. Meanwhile the progress so far. However, he
senior mi its 1978-79 squad, playing a large part in the Hilttoppers' distance m~dley added that the dismal
but the scholarship released recruiting of White. Haskins relay t•oam finished second weather of the last few days
by 6·5 forward Greg Jackson played most of his nrn f'::m:.i:,r _to a quartet from St. John's might be holding his squad
was gobbled up by Maryland in nearby Baltimore, while
' back more than an}'T:"iing
Hite was a prep standout at
transfer Billy Bryant.
else.
Stilt, the Hilltoppers figure DeMatha before going on to
One bright spot was the 1
further
stardom
at
North
to have at least two
performance of sophomore
scholarships available this Carolina.
Troy Snardon at fullback, I
Weslern also was still in
spring through attrition of a
where he will be following in
17-11 • team that finished the running for Reese, a 6-8
the footsteps of departed
second in the Ohio Valley forward who led Lindsey
older brother Arnold. The
Wilson
to
the
national
junior
Conference. nut if you're
Todd Central product was:
looking for signces, don't college tournament in
moved from the defensive
· Hutchinson, Kan., lhe past
,Id your breath unless you
secondary to fullback at the
season. However, it was not
start of spring drills, and has
can last until April 11.
known whether his grades
That's the day players can
looked like gangbusters.
would be sufficient to make
begin signing national letMeanwhile, Western·
him eligible at an NCAA
ters-of-intent, and that's all
continues to took for a fifth
school after just one year of
· Western coach Gene Keady
home game next fall, The
junior college b3ll.
likes to foot with. As far as
Hitttoppers have given up on
A former prep standout in
he's concerned, those OVC
a possible Labor Day.
the Chicago area, Reese is
letters-of-intent that keep a
weekend contest with Alcorn •
stso being wooed by the likes
player only from signing
State on Sept. 1, but a home. ·
with another OVC school are of Loyola and Detroit.
game against Lamar
Come next Wednesday
!or the birds.
University of the Southland
(
April
11),
took
for
the
Besides, no other OVC
Conference <Division I-A)
Hilltoppet·s
to
get
Wilson
and
school is in the running for
might· be worked.
any of the three players either White or Reese. At
least,
that's
what
Keady
and·
Western wants most~Tony
WIison of Lexington his assistants are hoping.
Lafayette, Percy White of And don't be surprised if 6-8
DeMatha (Md.) Catholic and center David Youngblood o{
Donald Reese of Lindsey Mayfield, who led his team
to the semifinals or the state
Wilson Junior College.
tournament
last month,
Western still appears to be
in good shape with Wilson, decides to come to Western ·
although Keady was hoping as a w.1lk-on.
Some other OVC schools
to get a "commitment" from
are
offering Youngblood a
the 6-6 forward by this time.
Wilson visited TCU over the full ride, but Western may be
weekend, but had reportedly able to talk the big 240·
pounder into walking on and
··············
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-Sports shorts:
Baseballers host Murray
Western's snakebltten baseball team Will be out to
turn things around Wednesday at Nick Denes Field,
where the Hilltoppers will entertain highly-touted
· Murray at 1 p.m. in an .Ohio Valley Conference
doubleheader.
The slumping Hilltoppers have dropped five of
their last six games to slip to 14-14 overall, and 1-4 in
the OVC. On the other hand, Murray is a perfect 3--0
In league play and 15-3 in all games.
After a disappointing split with Eastern at home
Saturday, Western was scheduled to play a twin bill
at Austin Peay on Sunday. After losing the first
game 3-2, the Hiiltoppers saw their hopes of a split
vanish when the second game was rained out.

Top netters bow 7-2
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. - Western's men's
tennis team lost an important Ohio Valley Conference seeding match to Middle Tennessee, 7~2,
here Monday afternoon.
Western only got two wins in the match, and both
came in singles. Hakki Ogzenel, Western's No. 3
player, defeated Middle's Tony Fernandez 6-2, 6-2
while No. 5 Andres Thomsen topped Stuart
Thompson 4-6, 7-6, 6-3.
Peter Hellermann defeated Western's Jorge
Alemparte at No. 1, Dale Short topped Western's
Jeff Gola at No. 2, Peter Roberts topped Bengt
· Ronnerman at No. 4 and Danny Wallace got past
John Mark Fones at No. 6. Still, Western was in
good shape (down only 4-2) going in doubles, but the
Toppers lost all three matches.
"I thought the worst we would be was 5-4,"
Western coach Ray Rose said. "I really thought we
would get two of those doubles."
Western, which dropped to 6-5, faces Austin Peay
at 2 p.m. Wednesday at home in another seeding
match. Middle, the presem~on conference favorite,

increased its record to 14-2.
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Tops get no-hit, hutwin .
By CLARK HANES
Dally News Sports Editor
If a tie is like kissing your sister, as someone once
said, Western baseball coach Barry Shollenberger
must have a couple of beauty queens in his family.
.
After escaping with a HJ victory in the opener of a
doubleheader with visiting Murray on Wednesday, the
Hilltoppers had to settle for a 5-5 tie in the second game
that was eventually called because of darkness. But
after the umpires' decision to terminate the game,
Shollenberger was all smiles.
"A tie doesn't hurt us," he explained, referring to the
Hilltoppers' chances of gaining a berth in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament. "A win would've been
nice, but I'll take a tie because we were the ones who
had to come from behind."
,
To fully understand Shollenberger's willingness to
accept the consolation prize in the second game, you
had to be there for the first one.
Murray lefthander Andy Rice finished with a nohitter in the opener, but still wound up being the losing
pitcher. Western got a run in the first when leadoff man
Ronnie Stewart walked, stole second, took third on a ·
fielder's choice and scored on a wild pitch.
As it turned out, that was the only run of the game.
Rice went on to finish with seven strikeouts and only
three Western batters even got the ball out of the infield, but Rice paid the price for his first-inning wildness.
"This happened to me once before in Little League,"
said the Murray southpaw afterwards. "I didn't think
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it would ever happen again.'.'
· ''The wind was a big factor,'' he added, referring to a
strong wind that blew in from the outfield throughout
the afternoon.
The highly-touted Racers, rated among the top
teams in the South, dropped to 4-2 in the OVC and l&-4
overall, while Western upped its league mark to 2-4 and
raised its overall record to 15-14 going into a twin bill at
home against Kentucky Wesleyan on Friday.
While the Murray hurler stopped Western cold after
the first inning, winning pitcher Marty- Mason
fashioned a two-hitter for the Hilltoppers.
Mason finished with six strikeouts including two in
the final frame, but the last inning might have been his
undoing without that strong wind. The two strikeouts
followed a leadoff walk to Bill Wagoner, but the game
ended on a long drive to center by Doran Perdue that
might have cleared the fence on most days.
"He got _'!11 _?f it,,> _noted Mason, a transfer from

• •

Lurleen B. Wallace Mia.) Junior College. "I guess the
wind kept it from getting out of here.''
After a pitchers' duel in the first game, the nightcap
turned into a slugfest. Western jumped out to a 4-0 lead,
scoring twice in the first and twice in the second innings, but the visitors roared back with three in the
third and two in the fourth to go ahead 5-4.
.
.
Three innings later, Western was still down by a run
with two outs in the bottom of the second. But Stewart
had reached second base with the tying run on a walk
and a steal, and cleanup hitter Mike Williams came
through with a sharp single up the middle to tie the
game.
Murray relief pitcher Tony Threatt shook off a
couple of signs from his catcher before making the
fatal pitch, and Williams later said that tipped him off.
"He shook off a couple of pitchers," noted Williams,
"so I started looking for the curve. He hung one out
over the plate, and I just tried to hit it somewhere."
Williams smacked a line drive over Threatt's head
into center field, and the game went into extra innings.
However, one inning later the umpires called the
contest because it was getting too dark to see the ball.
The Hilltoppers resume conference play this
weekend, playing host to Middle Tennessee in a
doubleheader Saturday at 1 p.m.
Murray
Western

000 ooo o-o
100 000 x-1

Rice an'd Orem.
Mason and Green.

2 o
0 0

Murray
Western

003 200 00-5 11 3
220 000 10-S 7 3

Grieshaber, Threatt (5) and
Oakley.
Williams, Bivens (5), Grttens (7)
end Zarate.
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Two outs
ABOVE, Murray second
baseman Doran Peqlue
has the ball waiting for
Ronnie Stewart (5) of'
Western during an attempted steal at second In
the, second game of a
doubleheader Wednesday
at ·, Nick Denes Field,
Right, Western catcher
Rene Zarate gets ready to
put the tag on Darrel
Niswonger of Murray In a
close play at . the plate.
Western won the first
game 1-0, but the second
ended In a 5-5 tie because
of darkness.
[,(Photos by R. Hoskins)
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Tourney
hopes end
at Western
MURRAY, Ky. - Doran
Perdue of Murray belted a
two-run homer in the last
Inning here Sunday to give
the Racers a doubleheader
sweep of visiting Western,
which dropped out of contention for a spot in the fourteam Ohio Valley Conference tournament later
this week.
The homestanding Racers
jumped on three Western
pitchers for a 10-4 win in the
opener, and rallied to win the
nightcap 3-2.
After splitting a twin bill at
home against league-leading
Morehead the day before,
Western had taken · a 10-8
OVC record into Sunday's
games. But the twin losses
left the Hilltoppers with a
final 10-10 league slate, while
Middle Tennessee won three
of four OVC games over the
weekend to edge past
Western for the final berth in
the league tourney with a
loop record of 13-10.
In the first game Sunday,
Murray pounded out 10 hits
off Hilltopper buries Mark

tumbling to the ground. .
In the second game,
Western took a 2-1 lead Into
the last of the seventh after a
solo homer by Kenny Fox in ·
the top of the Inning. But.
after getting six strong Innings from starter Larry
Glasscock, coach Barry .
Shollenberger decided to go
with relief ace Rick Gittens
in the final frame.
Gittens issued a base-on-·
balls to the first man he
faced, and a sacrifice moved

the tying run to second, One
pitch later, Perdue sent
everybody home with his
second homer of the af- ·
ternoon.
Western takes a 29-21
overall record into a 5 p.m.
non-conference game at
Kentucky Wesleyan on
Tuesday, before closing out
at home against Kentucky at·
3 p.m. W_ednesday.
western
M_urray

Williams, Jones (Jl, Varnadoe (4)
and Green.
Rice and Orem.

Western

Williams, Ben Jones and Murray

Marty Varnadoe. Senior
lefthander Andy Rice went
the distance for the winners,

scattering nine hits.
_
After spotting the Racers
five runs in the first two
innings,

Western

made

things interesting by scoring
three times in the top of the
third on a hit batsman and
four singles in a row.
However, what could have
been a bigger inning ended
abruptly when Tommy Sapp :
hit into a double play and
Ronnie Stewart struck out.
Western threatened again
in the seventh with two outs,
getting a single from Joe
Hathcock, a double by Mike
Williams and a base-onballs. But the game ended on
a · controversial call when
Mike Murray smashed a
long drive to right field, and
the umpires ruled that
outfielder Tom Fehn caught
the b_all cleanly _~while

003 000 J-.,1 9 0
143 101 x-10 10 o

100 000 1-2 7 0
010 000 2-3 -' 2

Glasscock, Gitlens (7) and Green.
MIiier, van Glider {7) and Oakley.
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By GEORGE RORRER
Courl.r•Journal & Tlntts Staff Writer

Louisville Times Monday liked the idea,

Said Morehead's · Hamilton, · whose

but some had reservations.
"lt would help the others more titan
us," said first-year UK coach Madison,

OVC leaders are 13-14 overall after a 1-

good, though".''

and Murray are probably the best, and

Who's got the best college baseball
II start: "Surely you don't have to ask.
team In Kentucky?
Tb.e state Is pretty evenly matched, but
Keith Madison says the University of proving he has quickly picked up the we have split with UK, won three of
Kentucky does. Steve Hamilton wonders general attitude toward intrastate com- · . four from U of L and beaten Murray
why anyone ~ould ask•. b'ecause he petition at the Lexington school. "We , twice."
play the toughest schedule in the state. '
Said Western's Scheilenberger, whose
thinks Morehead obviously does.
· It's one or those college football-type An invitational tournament would be team ls,17-14: 0 UK, U of L, Morehead·
situations, We have ~ur. suspicions, but

Said Murray's John Reagan: "There
we never really know. No champion ts
would be a certain amount of charisma
,determined on the field.
There Is interest' among the state's lo it, but if it was held after the confercollege coaches in an annual state tour- ence seasons there may not' be much
~ament. But so far nobody has come up ad_renalin left. In the Olllo Valley Conwith a way to get teams from several ference, eall of our teams are looking
forward lo the league tournament."
conferences together.
Said Louisville's Jim Zerilla: "It's a
· I hope It can be done. Kentucky college baseball needs a shot in the arm good idea, but. I don't know how or
6.nd a state tournament is one Jogicai when. Everybody has a conference
tournament already. Seeding a tournaway of attracting attention.
'
me~t
like that would be tough, too. I
So .why doesn't someone put togethei- don t know
tllat you could put the ctivi. an elghMeam double eliminatlon tourµament for. the state championship?
· sions together and seed them on records, because the schedules differ so
!i All or tile coaches quizzed by The much."
· Said Western Kentucky's Barry Scheilenberger: "That's a super Idea. I've
Ulought about trying to organize one.
Our biggest problem would be with the
other OVC teams and the extra games.
we'd have to play with them. Our con-·
ference is alHmportant to us. Maybe it
could be done ·early in the season."
Said Morehead's Hamilton: "It's a

we're right .in the same league with all
of them."

Said U or L's Zeriila, whose team is
10-15 after ripping Bellarmine 17-5 yes- ;
terday: "I haven't seen everybody, but ,
Murray has been playing pretty well. ·
Morehead was 1-11 at one tlmec Kentucky has been up and down, and so

I

have we."
:
Said Murray's Reagan, whose team is

I 7-li: "I llaven't seen UK or U of L.
Morehead is our OVC front-runner
now."
r,• .
Said Bellarmine's Burke, whose team

is 15-9: "I'm not in a good position to
know, because we don't play them all.

Morehead, Kentucky and Murray all
would have a good case, and I thought

U of L would be in that class but they ·
haven't proved it."
·
If there will be no clear-cut state
champion, the state has several conference contenders; UK has six more con-ference games, all at home (Vanderbilt ·
this weekend and d_ivision leader Geor-

great idea, and I'd like to have it here
(at Morehead). It would have to be ear-

gia on the final weekend of the regular
' season), U of L is still explosive and

ly in t.he season because most conference teams are tied up later; I'd like to

could be a Metro-7 tournament threat.
Morehead, Murray and Western are all

see It happen."

OVC threats, and Bellarmine and Ken-·

Said Bellarmine's AI Burke: "There's
no doubt it would spark interest, and it's
something the players would really enjoy. Maybe ii would be best to have separate tournaments in ·each division and
then have . the .winners meet for the

tucky Wesleyan are among the new Division II Great Lakes Valley Confer-·
ence's best.
·
·

state championship."

.

So who is the best in the state now.
"We are," said UK's Madison, whose
team has a 17-13 won-lost record and is
9-9 in the Southeastern Conference after
taking two of three from Florida last
weekend. ''Even though Louisville has
beaten us, we're the best. ·we're getting
better, too, as we gain experience and
confidence."

Intriguing, true. But it could be even
. more interesting.
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Toppers·t~ke two from Tech
.

·.

Wes tern's. baseball team took a seven-game winning
streak into today's home doubleheader against Northeastern Illinois at Nick Denes Field (1 p.m.),
following twin bill sweeps at Louisville on Tuesday
night and at Tennessee Tech on Wednesday,
The wins at Tech lifted the Hilltoppers' overall
record to 21-14, while upping their Ohio Valley Conference mark to 6-4.
However, the non-conference games at Louisville on
Tuesday night turned out to be more of a struggle.
Western escaped with a pair of close wins against UL,
winning 4-2 and 4-3, before coming back the next day to
rout Tech 11-1 and 15-0.
.
Tech, which is trying to compete this spring without
the benefit of any baseball scholarships, wound up with
only five hits in two games against Western pitching.
In the opener, senior righthander Mark Biven upped
his season record to 4-2 by stopping the Golden Eagles
on three hits. In the second game, junior Marty Mason
struck out nine while shutting out the home team on
just two hits.
Meanwhile, Western pounded a trio of Tech pitchers
for'll hits in the opener and 16 more hits in the nightcap.
After spotting Tech a short-lived 1-0 lead in the first
game, the Hilltoppers scored three times in the third,
five more in the fourth and three more in the top of the
sixth. Leonard Phillips finished with three hits including a double and a homer, while teammate Mike
Williams had two hits and three runs batted in.
Not to be outdone, Western shortstop Mike Murray
stole two bases to give him 16 for the season-breaking
his own school mark set two years ago. In fact, Murray
has yet to be thrown out this season.
Western led only 1-0 after four innings of the second
game, before exploding for six runs in the fifth and
eight more in the sixth. Williams again led the onslaught with three hits including a grarid slam, while
Tommy Sapp and Kenny Fox also had three hits for the
Hill toppers.

.... ..

UL provided the Hilltoppers with considerably more
competition the night before, but Western's pitching
again made the difference. The winners got strong
outings from Larry Glasscock in the opener and Mark
Williams in the nightcap, along with a good relie!
showing by Ricky Despeaux in both games.
With the tying runs on base for UL in the first game,
Despeaux came on in relief of Glasscock and got
Cardinal slugger Joe Roberts-the former Bowling
Green High standout-to hit into a game-ending double
play.
'
In the second game, Despeaux relieved a tired.
Williams at the start of the seventh inning with
Western clinging to its one-run lead. After retiring the
first batter, the fireballer walked the next three men to
load the bases with only one out.
Despeaux went on to a 3-0 count on the next hitter,

f "P
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threatening to force in the tying run, before coming
.back to get two strikeouts in a row to end the game.
Western's big blow in the first game was a three-run
homer by Mike Green in the top of the fifth inning,
following a single by Walt McThenny and a double by
Freddy Carlisle. Phillips paced the winners' 10-hit
attack with three hits, while Ronnie Stewart chipped in
with two.
Western
Louisville

001 030 0--4 10 5
000 000 2-2 5 0

Western
Tenn. Tech

003 503 0-11 11 1
010 000 0-1 3 3

Glasscock, Despeaux (7) and
Green.
Kehrer and Roberts.

Biven and Green.
Gordon, Fisher (4), Evins (6)
and Gamble.

Western
Lou!svllle

003 001
000 003

Williams, Despeaux
Zarate.
Cloyd and Roberts.

0-3

A 1
3 0

Western
Tenn. Tech

(7)

and

Mason and Zarate.
Wilkinson, Evins (S), Tacker (6)
and Gamble.
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Top·s up
win streak
to 9 gatnes
Western's baseball team stretched its winning streak
to nine games Thursday with a doubleheader sweep of
visiting Northeastern Illinois, and took a 23-14 record
in to a busy weekend.
The Hiiitoppers were scheduled to take on the same
Illinois team in a 1 p.m. single game today, before
hitting the road later this evening for four important
Ohio Valley Conference games. ·
Western was never threatened in the opener of
Thursday's twin biil at Nick Denes Field, where the
Hiiitoppers jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the first inning
and wound up winning 12-0. Western also plated five
runs in the first inning of the second game, but had to
hold on in the end for a 10-7 decision.
Junior hurler Marty Varnadoe kept the visitors in
check in the opener, shutting them out on five hits
'· while raisingh}s season record to 3~1.
Meanwhile, Varnadoe's teammates· back him up
with an 18-hit barrage and flawless fielding. Leona.rd
Phillips, Mike Wiliiams and Donnie Thomas ail
finished with three hits apiece for the Hiiltoppers in the
first game, with Phillips' hits including a triple and a
homer.

Freddie Carlisle, Joe Hathcock and Kenny Fox ail
added two hits apiece to the winners' attack on losing
pitcher Wayne Burton-who went the distance despite
his ineffectiveness.
The second game started out to be a similar
runaway, with the Hilltoppers pushing across nine runs
in the first two frames. But the visitors from Chicago
finaJly erupted for seven runs in the top of the third,
and stayed within striking distance the rest of the way.
Alter seeing Western grab a quick 9-0 lead in the first·
two innings, Northeastern Illinois scored seven limes
in the third on three hits, three walks and two
Hi!itopper errors. Western plated one last run ih the
bottom of the same inning, and neither team scored the
rest of the allernoon.
Wayne Denton, Rick Gittens and Rick Baker aJJ saw
action on the mound for the Hiiitoppers, with Baker (20) getting the win in relief.
Ron Rocco led the winners with three hits, including
two for extra bases-a double and a triple. Tommy
Sapp was right behind with two hits and three runs
batted in, while Carlisle had two hits and two RBl's.
After today's game against the Chicago team,
Western wlJJ take a 6-4 OVC record into this weekend's
road swing through Morehead on Saturday and
Eastern on Sunday. Weather permitting, noon (CST)
doubleheaders are scheduled for both days.
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To.ps win op,ener
to . break record
-

.

Western's baseball team
won the first game of
Tuesday's doubleheader
against visiting Kentucky
Wesleyan to break a school
record for -most wins •in a

single season, · but the
Hilltoppers' celebration was
dampened somewhat when
Wesleyan came back to take
the second game of the twin
bill.
Weather permitting, the
Hilltoppers were scheduled
to host Austin Peay at I p.m.
today in an important Ohio
Valley Conference twin bill.
Western

won

Tuesday's

opener 6-3 for its 27th win of
the season, eclipsing last
year's mark set during a 26~

Despeaux teamed to throw
an eight-hitter for the
Hilltoppers, with Bake~ (3-0)
getting the .win and
Despeaux picking up his
third save.
Western got all the runs it
needed in the bottom of the
first on two walks, a double
steal, a single by Joe Hathcock, another walk, a single

by Mike Green, a triple by
Leonard Phillips, a single by
Kenny Fox and a single by
Tommy Sapp.
The winners got their only
other run in the bottom of the
fourth, .when Sapp belted a
solo homer. Sapp and Hathcock wound up with two hits
each for the Hill toppers, who
finished with eight hits in the

19 season. However, the
visitors from Owensboro opener.

erupted for seven runs in the
In the second game,
fifth inning of the nightcap Western again grabbed the
for a 7-2 victory.
early lead with single runs in
In the opener, Western the first and third innings.
shot out to a 5-0 lead in the
In the bottom of the first,
first inning and never looked leadoff man Ronnie Stewart
back. Rick Baker and Ricky singled, stole both second

and third bases, and scored
on an infield error. In the
third, Mike Williams singled
.with two outs, moved to
second on a base,on-balls·
and. scored on a single by
Mike Murray.
·
However, starting pitcher
Ben Jones of Western dug ·
himseli Into a hole with ·
control problems in the top
of the fifth and ;;_~Id the price
for his wildness.
Jones Issued a walk to get'
things started, and second ·
baseman -Freddy Carlisle
booted a possible · double-_
play ball to put another

runner on base. Next came a
bunt single, a wild pitch,
another walk and back-toback singles, before Western
coach Barry Shollenberger
brought Marty Varnadoe out
of the bullpen.
After giving up a single to
the first man he fac_ed,
Varnadoe retired the next
three batters in order. But
the damage had been done,
with Wesleyan scoring seven
times on only four hits In the
inning.
The split left Western at
27-17 on the season, .with no
games scheduled for either
Thursday or Friday. The
Hilltoppers close out the
OVC portion of their
schedule. this· weekend,
entertaining Morehead's
league-leaders in a twin bill
at home Saturday before
traveling to Murray for a
doubleheader Sunday.
Wesleyan

We.Stern

010 011 o-3 e 2
500 100 X-6 8 0

Marks, Royal (lJ and Whistle.

Baker, Oespeaux (6) an'd preen.

Wesleyan
Western

000 070 0-7 7
101 000 0-2 8

Clayton and Whistle.
Jones, Varnadoe (5) and Zarate.
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Topp~rssplit two with Peay
By CLARK HANES
Daily News Sports Editor
After taking a big step toward nailing down a berth in
next week's Ohio Valley Conference tournament,

missed clearing the fenCe, Merkel was on second base
and two runs were in. Western relief ace Rick Gittens

came on moments later to keep things from getting
further out of hand, but the damage had been done.
Only seconds before Merkel's game-winning hit,
Shollenberger had discussed the situation with Mason.

Western's baseball team put it in reverse in the second
half of Wednesday's important OVC twin bill with
visiting Austin Peay. .
''Their runners were on second and third,'' said the
The homestanding Hilltoppers won the first game of
third-year coach, referring to the fact that the
the doubleheader 7-1 behind the four-hit pitching of.
baserunners had both moved into scoring position on
Mark Biven, setting the stage for a possible sweep that
the infield grounder by Brian Cross. "I went out and
would have left Barry Shollenberger's team in great
told him we had a base open, so don't give him
shape to make the four-team OVC tournament field.
anything that can beat you. But he hung a slider, and
the guy gave it a ride."
But the visitors from Clarksville scored twice in the
last inning of the nightcap for a 4-3 victory, gaining a
While the loss went to Mason, the win went to Austin
split and staying just ahead of Western in the OVC
Peay relief specialist Doug Downey. The hardstandings.
throwing righthander stopped Western cold in the last
"We just stood still today," sighed a disappointed
three innings of the nightcap, despite being put in the
Shollenberger afterwards, "We didn't get any worse,
hot seat the moment he entered the game.
but we needed to get better.''
After giving up three runs on eight hits in the first
"Losing that second game really hurts," he added.
three frames, Austin Peay starter Tom Zmudosky had
"It just proves that the game is never over until the
loaded the bases with no outs in the top of the fourth.
· But the Governors brought Downey out of the bullpen,
last pitch. With two outs and two strikes on the batter,
and he retired the next three batters in order.
this one is over for all practical purposes ... and then the
guyjacksone.".
"That's the inning that really killed us," noted
The "guy" being pinch-hitter Billy Merkel, who
Shollenberger. "When you fill the bases with no outs
came back after getting into a one-ball, two-strike hole ,
and don't score, you don't deserve to win."
Western still wound up \vith 11 hits in each game,
against losing pitcher Marty Mason to drive a hanging
slider deep to right fielcl for a two-run double in the top
of the sixth inning. Western failed to score in the bottom of the inning, and the game was then called
because of darkness.
Mason had pitched himself into a jam by walking the
first two batters in the sixth, llefore retiring the next
two men on a fielder's choice and an infield giountj,er.
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But Merkel came off the bench to bat for designated
hitter Gene Baker, and powered a 1-2 pitch over the
head of Western right fielder Tommy Sapp.
By the time Sapp retrieved the ball, which had just

getting two apiece from Freddy Carlisle, Mike
Williams and Mike Murray in the nightcap. On the
other hand, Austin Peay got away with a split despite
managing only four hits in each game.
Biven, a senior righthander from Louisville, had the .
visitors eating out of his hand in the opener, while :

getting plenty of support from his teammates.
'
Western got all the runs it needed in the second in- .
ning, thanks to a pair of two-run homers by Mike Green
and Sapp_
·
The Hilltoppers added an unearned run in the bottom
of the fourth, and scored two insurance runs in the fifth

on a two-out triple by Kenny Fox after singles by
Williams and Green.
Biven yielded his only run in the top of the fifth frame
when Cross walked, went to second on a throwing ~rror

by Biven himself during a pickoff attempt, and scored
on a single by Ron BradshawThe split left Western at 9-7 in league play and 28-18
overall going into four . crucial OVC games this
weekend-a twin bill at home against Morehead on

Saturday
Murray.

(1

p.m.), and a doubleheader Sunday at

Avstin Peay 000 010 0-1 -4 2
Western

~

120 x-7 11

Gay, Bennett (JJ and S. Baker.
Biven and Green.

1

Austin Peay

200 002-.c -4 1
Western
201 000-3 11 1
Zmudosky, Downey (A) and
Cross.
Mason, Gittens (6) and Green.
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First half of a double play
SECOND BASEMAN Ron Rocco of Western leads over the sliding Tony Lamb of
Austin Peay after completing the first half of a double play at second during
Wednesday's twin bill at Nick Denes Field. Western won the opener by a 7-1
margin, but dropped the nightcap 4-3.
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Are you kidding?
RON BRADSHAW ol Austin Peay looks back at the umpire In disbelief alter being
called out at second base on an attempted steal during a doubleheader at Western
on Wednesday. Meanwhile, Western shortstop Mike Murray (11) prepares to fire ·
the ball around the lnlleld, The Hllltoppers went on to win the llrst game 7-1, but
dropped the second 4-3,
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To})s' Williams has big year
In an interview :;;ome years ago, exuberant Chicago
Cubs first-baseman Ernie Banks was quoted as saying,
"Baseball is my life." His feeling about the game he
had played since early childhood was summed up in
that one short statement.
The same sentiment is expressed by Western Kentucky's slugging first baseman Mike Williams, who, as
a sophomore, has established himself as one of the
premier players in the Ohio Valley Conference this
season.
"Baseball has always been a major part of my life,
and it is something that I love," says Williams. "I
guess just about every activity I get involved in is
centered around baseball and my attempt to improve
as a player.''
And improve he has.
Williams, a 6-1, 200-pound native of Shelbyville, Ky.,
spent last season as a seldom-used relief pitcher, and
saw more action on the bench than on the field. ·
This year things are a little different. As the
Hill toppers' everyday first baseman he has led the club
in nearly every offensive category at the plate.
He leads the team in home runs, runs batted in and
hits, and he is third in-batting. His 46 RBl's break nowdepartedJim Atkinson's mark of 43 (setlast season) as
the Western school record in that department.
Williams himself could have never dreamed of this
season's developments . .
"I'm surprised with my performance; and could
have never predicted that.I would break the club RBI
record," said Williams. "The Players in front of me
have been getting on base a Jot, and I've been lucky
enough to knock them in most of the time."
One of the biggest pressures on Williams early in the
season was knowing that he would be takillg over the
position of three-time All-OVC first sacker Terry
Tedder, who finished an excellent career at Western
last season.
"Right from the start all I heard was, ·"You'll never
fill the shoes of Tedder," said Williams. "But I've tried
to just go out and play as hard as I 'can every day and
fill those shoes as bestI can."
·
..-<

Hilltopper head coach Barry Schollenberger feels
William has had a tremendous year.
"At the start of the season first base was one of our
major concerns, but Mike has stepped in and done an
excellent job." said Shollenberger. "He's far and away
our RBI leader and has been quite a pleasant.surprise.
"Mike is a good team player and he hustles all the
time," continued Shollenberger. "He sets a good
example for others to follow."
- Success, however, is nothing new to Williams.
As a prepster at Shelby County Hiph School,
Williams was a star in both baseball and basketball.
As a basketball point guard, he was a starter during
two of the school's greatest season on the hardwood,
playing alongside Charles Hurt and the Chambers
brothers, Vince and Dean. That foursome helped lead
the Rockets to a third-place finish in the 1976 Kentucky
state tournament.
As a four-year starter at shortstop in baseball,
William was named Shelby County's most valuable

player in each of the last three seasons. During his
senior year, Williams clubbed a school record 15
homers and earned All-American recognition.
1Despite a few offers to play basketball in college, I
baseball, as always, remained number one in i
Williams' heart and mind.
·
"I could have probably played basketball at some ·
college, but I really never even considered it," said ;
Williams.
·
"My lifetime goal since high school has been to play
pro baseball, and J knew that playing at a good
baseball college was the next step in reaching that
goal."
Even during the off-season baseball is at the top of
the list for Williams.
"During most of the summer I play on Western's
summer league team in Nashville," said Williams.
"And whenever I get home I'm usually umpiring Babe
Ruth or American Legion games, so I guess I never
really lose touch with baseball."
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Tops ~ost

Morehead
Western's hopes of making the Ohio Valley Conference baseball playoffs are on the line this weekend
as the Toppers finish conference play with four games.
Western hosts league-leading Morehead for a
doubleheader beginning at 1 p.m. Saturday at Nick
Denes field, before traveling to Murray for a
doubleheader Sunday.
Morehead has already made the four-team playoff
field, but Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, Western and
Murray are fighting for the last three spots. Western is
now half a game ahead of Middle, which hosts Eastern
Saturday and travels to Peay Sunday.
"We need to win all fmfr games/' Western coach
Barry Shollenberger said. "If we win three of four, two
of four or one of four, it will depend on Middle. If we
win four, we're in."
·
Western, 28-18 overall and 9-7 in OVC play, was on its
way to a sweep of Peay Wednesday before a two-run
double by pinch hitter Billy Merkel in the last inning of
the second game gave the Governors a 4-3 win and a
split.

Western's men's tennis team split matches Wed. nesday and Thursday, losing at Austin Peay 5-4 and
winning over Eastern 7-2 at Tennis Town.
Western was down 2-1 after doubles against Eastern
Thursday, but won all six singles. Jorge Alemparte got
things going at No.1 when he won over Jeff Zinn, 4-6, 61. 6-1.
Jeff Gola of Western topped Rich Vandish 6-2, 603,
while Hakki Ogzenel, Andres Thomsen and John Mark
Fones all won in two sets as Well. Arthur Anderson,
playing in his first match of the year, won over
Eastern's Glenn Ragland 4-6, 6-3, 6-3 at No. 6 singles.
Western, now 10-7, has Cumberland College Tuesday
and Middle Thursday at home in its next matches.

Out at second
SEATTLE'S Bobby Valentine is out at second base in
the fifth inning as he dives under Boston's Jerry Remy,

(APLaserphoto)

but he broke up a possible double play ball. This ends a
three game series with Boston.

Gems from th~
UK's Georger, Morehead's Hamilton head Kentucky
/

Years from now, when the Steve
Hamiltons and Johnny Reagans of
the college baseball world sit down to
ctiat about old times, the year 1979
will be remembered. That's because
this year has produced some of the
best college baseball talent this state
has ever seen.
KENTUCKY SPORTS WORLD'S
-1979 Kentucky College All-Star team
is justifiable proof of this. This is a
team comprised of (I) the Southeastern Conference's all-time home run
king; (2) the Ohio Valley Conference's all-time home run champ; (3)
the Metro Conference's all-conference catcher; (4) the winningest
pitcher in _the Southeastern Conference; (5) the Ohio Valley Confer!,,,- ence's pitcher-of-the-year and (6)
'three of the top performers in the nation's Division Two play.
. The talent was so prolific this year,
in fact, that our second team includes

the best second baseman in the Southeastern Conference, a .400 hitter, a
.380 hitter plus one of the top pitchers
in Division Two play.
With all of this talent on hand it's
no surprise that (I) Murray and
Morehead were the class of the OVC;
(2) UK was one of the four participants in the SEC playoffs and (3)
Bellarmine and Northern Kentucky
were two of the winningest teams in
Division Two play.
It was also a dandy year for
coaches. Morehead's Steve Hamilton, our co-coach of the year, took a
team which got off to a horrendous
1-11 start to the championship of the
OVC's regular season.
The Eagles fell to Johnny Reagan's
Murray squad in the OVC tournament final, but finished with a respectable 23-19-1 record. UK's Keith
Madison, who joins Hamilton as
coach'of-the-year, said "Steve did

Kentucky Sports World's All-College Baseball Team
Pos.

.lB
2B

_s,s
3B
OF
OF
OF
C
DH
RHP
LHP

Player
MikL\Yilliams
Doran Perdue
Mike Murray
Robin Courtney
Mark Jurena
Jody Hamilton
Corky Prater
Joe Roberts
Randy Gipson
Joe Georger
Andy Rice

COACH OF THE YEAR Madison of UK.

I'

School

Class

:Western Kl:'.

SO!lh.

Murray
Western Ky.
Murray
Louisville
Morehead
Eastern Ky.
Louisville
Kentucky
Kentucky
Murray

Jr.
J..L
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

(Tie) Steve Hamilton of Morehead and Keith

SECOND TEAM: lb - Matt Giesler, Northern Ky., Jr. 2B- Chuck Long,
Kentucky, Sr. SS - Jeff Shartzer, Kentucky, Sr. ll3
K~n~estem
,I<:~ OF - Jamey Bennett, Morehead, Fr. OF - Keith Leinenbach,
Bellarmine, Soph. OF - Fred Smith, Kentucky, Jr. C - Jeff White,
Morehead, Soph. DH - Kevin McDole, Northern Ky., Jr. RHP - Russ Kerdolff, Norther11 Ky., Sr. LHP - Doyle Miller, Murray.
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one heck of a job to bring his team
back like that. He deserves to be
coach-of-the-year."
But so does Madison who, in his
first year at UK, guided a veteran
club to a school-record 29 victories
(against 16 1osses) plus the school's
third berth in the SEC playoffs. A
few weeks back Morehead's Hamilton told KENTUCKY SPORTS
WORLD that Madison "is one of the
finest young coaches that I've seen."
Hamilton and Madison -ere our
coaches-of-the-year, but they didn't
have the winningest clubs in the state.
Those distinctions go to Bellarmine's
Al Burke and Northern Kentucky's
Bill Aker. After a 6-7 start, Bellarmine's Knights roared back to fashion a 32-13 record heading into the
final week of regular season play. At
Northern, the Norsemen ripped off
16 consecutive victories to post a
33-11 record heading into the final
week of play. Our hat's also off to
Dr. -Marvin Stringfellow, who led
Georgetown College to the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference title.
In an extremely difficult decision
we selected UK pitcher Joe Georger
as the college player of the year. Joe,
a senior righthander, certainly had
the credentials. He went 12-1 (8-0 in
the rugged SEC) with a fine 2.62
earned run average. But Morehead
outfielder Jody Hamilton had an
equally spectacular year. All the MSU
junior did was bat .425 with an OVCrecord 19 homers and 60 runs batted
in. Still, based on the fact that
Georger faced tougher competition,
we give him the nod. We might note,
however, that his only loss came
when Hamilton hit a homer off him.
UK's Madison had plenty to say
about both Georger and Hamilton.
"Joe's the hardest-working player
that I've ever been associated with,"
he said. "He'll pitch a game and then
go out that night and run three or

1)1):
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;;tate's diamonds
Sports World's 1979 all-college baseball team
/

four miles. He'; a complete pitcher
who has command of four pitches fast ball, slider, curve and a change. up. He has excellent control and is ex.. tremely tough with men on base.
When he's on the mound I feel we can
beat anybody."

FIRST BASE

Of Hamilton, Madison said: "He's
a pure hitter and is always a tough
out. He wore us out."
Without question, Georger and
Hamilton head the talent parade.
Now, let's take a position-by-position
look at the best of the rest:

\Yestern somomore Mike Willia!fil,
a former basketball and baseball
standout at Shelby County High, was
the clear-cut choice for first-team
honors. Mike played in 52 of West-

Doran Perdue

Mike Murray

Robin Courlney

Russ Kerdolff

Mau Giesler
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Kevin McDole
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crn's 54 games and •batted a team-

him off base. He'll rind a way lo beat

high .382. · His 63 hits set a school
record, and he also swatted eight
homers and drove in a team-high 50

you."

Our second team selection is UK
senior Chuck Long. When informed
of this, UK's Madison said "well, this
kid from Murray must be pretty darn
good because Chuck is a cinch to
make the all-Southeastern Conference team. Chuck's the best in the
conference but second-best in the
state, huh?"
Madison went on to say that
Wester.n coach Barry Shollenbarger
calls Long "a great pro prospect."
This season the UK senior batted .320
and stole 20 bases. Also, he committed just three errors. "That's am·azing," said Madison.

runs.

,,
Morehead sports information
_..... 'director Jim Wells called Williams
"definitely the best first baseman in
the OVC."
Our second team choice is Northern Kentucky junior Mall Giesler the top hitting first baseman in the
Great Lakes Region of Division Two
play. Through NKU's first 44 games
Matt batted .361 with one homer and
19 RBIs.
Another quality first baseman was
Morehead's Dan Kiser, who balled
;315 with 11 homers.

SHORTSTOP

, 'C(

SECOND BASE

In another close confrontation between UK and the OVC, Western's.
,Mike Murray gets the nod at shortstop over UK star Jeff Shartzer.
Western's Murray, a former high
school all-stater from Ft. Mitchell
had a second consecutive standout
year for the Hilltoppers. The AllOVC shortstop batted .318 and made
a shambles out of the school's stolen
base record for a season. Mike's 27
stolen bases (in just 30 attempts)
snapped Western's old mark by 12.
Also, he led the team with 40 runs
scored.

Many observers felt that Murray
had the state's top team this season,
and that second baseman Doran Perdue was the main reason for that.
Doran, a slick-fielding junior, led
Johnny Reagan's Racers with a .383
batting average. He also stole 18
bases. Wells says "you can't keep

1

Morehead coach ·sieve Hamilton, our cocoach of the year, poses with all-star selections Jamey Bennett (left) and Jody
Hamilton.

11
Mikc's a very steady player," said
Morehead's Wells. "He's not spec-

tacular, but he's solid."

So is UK's Shartzer - a slick
fielder and an unusually powerful hitter for a shortstop. Jeff rapped 11
homers and seven doubles this season
while batting a respectable .320.
Murray senior Steve Sensibaugh is
another good shortstop. In fact,
Morehead's Wells said he would rank
Steve "right up there with Mike Murray."

.-'

-,

THIRD BASE

Murray's Robin Courtney had a
sub-par year with the bat (.265 with
five homers), but when the chips were
down, he came through. For instance, in the OVC title game, the
Murray senior had two homers, four
hits and five runs batted in. Also, the
three-time All-OVC third baseman
had another spectacular year with the
glove.
"He's a good choice fPr your
team," Wells affirmed. "He didn't
have the impressive statistics with the
bat, but he was tough in the clutch.
He and Perdue killed us in the league
championship game. And Robin is
one of the best fielding third basemen
I've seen."
Western's Kenny· Fox, a junior college transfer and a native of Nassau,
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All-star first baseman Mike Williams bnlted .382 for Western. Player of the year Joe Georger compiled a 12.1 record for UK during the regular season.

is our second-team choice. Kenny, a
junior, won the starting third
baseman's job at WKU as a result of
batting a mammoth .520 in the fall.
This spring, the WKU junior batted a
hearty .355.
UK's Steve Roberts was another
standout at third base, He helped the
UK cause by batting .298 with eight
homers and 43 RBIs.
OUTFIELD·

Some of the infield choices were
hard to make, but there was no such
problem when selecting the first team
outfield, For starters, we have
Moreliead's Jody Hamilton, the alltime OVC home run king and this
season's OVC player-of-the-year,
Jody, with a year to go, is just two
RBIs shy of the all-time OVC record,
This season the Ashland native was
nothing short of amazing. Nineteen
homers, a .425 average, 60 RBIs, 62
hits and a 20-game hitting streak
speaks for itself. He also had 11
\doubles and six stolen bases,
Louisville's Mark Jurena, a lefty
like Jody, is also on the first team.
After batting over .400 last season,

the U of L senior tailed off to .288
this year. But still, he's one of the
most-feared sluggers in the state, For
instance, despite his .288 average,
Mark led Jim Zerilla's Cardinals in
game-winning hits (four) and was
second in RBIs (33), In 44 games he
totalled 42 hits, 39 runs, . eight
doubles, five triples seven home runs
and 32 walks. He also stole 15 bases
and, according to U of L assistant
SID John Crawley, "had a big year
with the glove."
The final first-team outfielder is
Eastern slugger Corky Prater. Corky,
a former football and baseball allstater at Lewis County High, capped
· a brilliant career at EKU by batting
.342 with five homers and 21 RBIs, A
three-time all-OVC choice, Corky
completed his college career with a
four-year ,320 average. He also
played first base for the Colonels,
and was the football holder for the
EKU kicking specialists for the past
three years.
The second team outfield picks are
UK's Fred Smith, Bellarmine's Keith
Leinenbach and Morehead's Jamey
Bennett. Smith, a junior, batted ,340
with six homers and 27 RBIs. Leinen1

bach, a sophomore, led Bellarmine
with a ,383 average following the
team's first 45 games. Bennett,
Morehead' s freshman sensation from
Frankfort, batted .336 with 11
homers and five doubles, Jamey also ·
set an OVC record with four homers
against Tennessee Tech,
The UK outfield . duo of Steve
Williams (.365) and Mike Botkin
(.340) also had big years as did Northern Kentucky's Dave Conradi (,396),
Eastern's Darryl Weaver went into
this season with a three-year .387 batting average, but slumped to .271.

CATCHER
To say the least, Joe Roberts
opened some eyes during his first full
season as the U of L catcher. Roberts,
who played behind the talented Duke
Shumate last season, celebrated his
role as a starter by leading the Cardinals in average (.327), homers (IO),
runs batted in (38) and slugging
percentage (.599). For his efforts, the
U of L junior was named to the allMetro Conference team.
Roberts, a better-than-average
defensive catcher, was at his best in
43

the clutch, He swatted two grand
slams this season and came up with

two game-winning hits. He also had
an impressive 48 hits in the Cardinals'
first 48 games, including six doubles ~
and two triples.
"1)!
"Joe. was the most pleasant surprise on the team," reported U of L's
Crawley.
Morehead's Jeff White, the
second-team selection, is regarded as
the top defensive catcher in the state.
The sophomore from Lexington can
also swing the bat - as evidenced by
his .307 average with five homers and
eight doubles. Jeff missed a week of
the season with pneumonia, but
bounced back strong. "He really improved throughout the course of the
season." said Morehead's Wells.

DESIGNATED HITTER
Who is better qualified to take on
the role as DH than the Southeastern
Conference's all-time career home
run champ, Randy Gipson of UK.
Randy, a senior from Mari{\'~, Ohio,

cracked 11 homers this season to give
him a career total of 35. The old mark
was set by Alabama's Butch Hobson,
who is now the third baseman for the
Boston Red Sox.
Gipson, a leHy who occasionally
Al lert is Eastern slugger Corky Prater,
Below, and sliding, Is UK's all 7star shortstop, Jeff Shartzer,
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AU-SEC second baseman Chuck Long balled .320 for UK.

played first base for the Wildcats,
topped this year's squad with 44
RBIs. He batted a respectable .320.
As second-team DH selection we
selected Northern Kentucky catcher

Kevin McDole. Kevin, a junior, is
regarded as an average defensive
catcher with exceptional batting
skills. The statistics certainly bear out
the latter because he batted .419 with
four homers and 21 RBIs through his
first 38 games this season. He had 36
hits during that span.
"I don't know that much about his
() defensive ability, but he's a great hit,r," said Morehead's Wells.
Eastern infielder Rick Bibbins, a
.326 hitter, was a strong candidate for
DH.

f

PITCHERS
UK's Georger, our player of the
year, heads the righthanders. Joe, a
former All-America soccer player at a
Michigan junior college, toiled 96 innings this season and recorded four
shutouts, two one-hitters (Indiana
and Georgia) and IO complete games.
Furthermore, he defeated each of
UK's Eastern Division opponents
(Vandy, Georgia, Tennessee and
Florida) twice.
Murray senior Andy Rice is the top
lefthander. During the regular season
the Evansville native posted a 6-2
record with a 3.89 earned run average. One of his losses came when he
no-hit Western but lost 1-0. Murray
teammate Doyle Miller is our second-

team lefty. Doyle posted a 4-1 record
this season - including a 12-3 win
over slugging Morehead in the OVC
title game.
The second team righthander is
Northern Kentucky's Russ Kerdolff,
who has lost only five games in his
four years at NKU.

*

The major league draft this month
will probably gobble up several of

these aforementioned stai-s -

most

notably Georger, Rice and Jurena.
Such underclassmen as Hamilton and
Perdue are possibles. One who won't
be drafted •is Morehead's White.
That's because he was drafted out of
high school by the Yankees. ■
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so he could rest a pulled leg muscle he
suffered in game two. He was back al
full strength for the next weeke_nd's
four-game series al Cleveland.
•,'lf. The statistics didn't show it,
,.,-., but Gowdy said he was somewhat
· jbolhered by the style- of the pro
'
pitchers, who use a multitude of
herky-jerky deliveries lo keep the batter's off balance. ·
"I got some hits, .but I didn't hit
the ball all that well," he said. "It
will probably take me awhile to learn
to keep my balance against this sort
of pitching. They (the Bourbons)
want me to hit the ball on the ground
and use my speed lo come up with
dueces (doubles). I believe I'll be able
to do that, and maybe get a long ball
here and there."
Thus far, Gowdy has been very impressed by the camaraderie on the
team.
"I like the teamwork on this team
you can tell that we're professionals, and I like that. There's no
bickering and everyone is pulling for
each other. I think we'll have a good
year."
So does Coffman.
"We've picked up some newcomers who I feel will really con:·, tribute to this team," he said.
,r--> "There's no question that we're
quicker and better defensively. The
key will be getting the hits at lhe right
time. We did that in three of the four
games with Pittsburgh, and that's all
I can ask for. If we can win three of
every four games, we'll be allright."
With Gowdy patrolling center
field, the Bourbons should have an
outfield which is more than allright.

=-·

* * * * *
The Bourbons' management predicted a banner year at the gate, and
the first home dates served as an indication that they may be correct. They
drew over 6500 for the first two dates,
and certainly impressed those attending with expanded seating, an · improved menu (the best hot dogs and
home fries in town) and their usual
pep band.
In fact, the only disappointment is
the schedule. The Bourbons don't
have any home dales against two-lime
league champ Detroit; nor against the
~- ··•slugging Milwaukee and Minnesota
teams. Bourbons co-owner Larry
.. Gatti, Sr. was asked about the
schedule.
"I don't like il either, bul I don't

r

make the schedule,

11

he replied. "We

certainly want.ed to have Detroit
come in here. They're probably the
league's best drawing card."

* * * * *
The Bourbons are truly a Kentucky
team, as evidenced by a 15-man roster
of players and coaches which includes
12 Kentuckians. The only nonKentuckians are pitcher Phil Schroer
(Seymour, Ind.), second baseman
Nick -Nikitas (from neighboring
Clarksville, Ind.) and right fielder

!
I

Jerry Fritz (from Cincinnati). It
might be noted that in the past, each
of these three played a great deal of
amateur softball in the slate.
Besides Gowdy, Fritz and Hoskins,
newcomers to the team are brothers
Greg and Dave Whitlock. Each was a
former baseball star al Durrett High
and the University of Louisville.
Among those gone from last year
are slugging outfielders Fred Miller
(now with the Cleveland Competitors
of the APSPL) and Bill Scillian (who
recently gal married and moved lo
Paducah). ■ RKN

i
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WHAT THE
BOURBONS DO; ..
The Bourbons may be professional athletes, but John Q. P"blic
can easily identifywith them. That's because the Bourbons - like
John Q. Public, hold down everyday jobs in addition to playing for
the professional softball team.
Not surprisingly, the Bourbon players have a potpourri of professions.
First baseman Terry Davis has the most surprising_P.rofes.§j_Q!1
Jerry,.Jhe former higJu;chool Mr. Basketball from Shell:!Y Cou!l!Y
tJJgh and player at West~Jn Kentucky_l)niV<;JLSilY..:J..s-11_J_;rnne_e,
Although he malored in English and Recreation at WKU, Terry
i;:..b..o.§tlo_op_e r:,.(? a farm j usJ...QJ,JJ.filQ§_Qf_b_l_s-11Jl.lli1l...S.hlllP.Y-'li.U.e..J:ie.3
.!ll§o a veterinariq[Ll)Lsorts.
Most Bourbon fans are aware of the profession of slugging Bill
Gatti. Bill's family owns many McDonald's franchises In the
Louisville area, so Bill makes his living as a supervisor for several of
these franchises. Yes, Bill does it all for you.
Pitcher Phil Schroer and outfielder Phil Gowdy are teachers and
coaches. Schroer coaches basketball and baseball at Providence
High in Clarksville, Ind. while Gowdy is the baseball coach at Caverna High in Cave City.
Brothers Greg and Dave Whitlock work for The Coca-Cola Bottling Company in Louisville. We're not sure what Greg does there;
but Dave drives a truck for the Coke people.
Infielder Nick Nikitas works for the Pillsbury Company in New
Albany, Ind. and infielder Cobbie Harrison Is employed by the C&C
Amusement Company of Louisville.
Outfielder Chuck Winders is a Louisville fireman and catcher Bo
Hoskins works for the C.I.T. Finance Company of Campbellsville.
Pitcher-infielder Don Rardin is employed by Precision Machine Products of Lexington.
The team's family men are Harrison, Gatti, Schroer and Davis.
Harrison has two s·ons and two daughters; Schroer has a son and a
daughter; Gatti has two daughters and a.son and Davis has a young
daughter.
The Bourbons have two home dates later this month. They'll play
doubleheaders with New England on June 16 and 17 and will play
doubleheaders with Pittsburgh on June 23 and 24. ■
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· ·Tops lose cocich
Western baseball coach Barry·
Shollenberger has been named the
new head baseball coach at the
University of Alabama, the Dally
News has1earned.
·
Shollenberger, who turned around
Western's baseball program In the
last three years, will succeed veteran
Alabama coach Hayden Riley who is
retiring for health reasons. According
to a source at Alabama, the new

if

Crimson Tide mentor will officially
report to work ln Tuscaloosa next
Friday.
·
A native of Pennsylvan·ia, the 37year-old Shollenberger came to
Western from Middle Georgia Junior
College where he compiled a 44-10
record in just one year. Prior to that,
he had served as an assistant baseball
coach at Alabama.
Inheriting a team that had won only
six games the year before, Shollenberger guided his first Western team
to a respectable 20-23 mark in 1977.
The Hilltoppers went 26-19 and won
the OVC Western Division the
following year, and were 31-22 the
past spring.
Prior to entering coaching,
Shollenberger spent five years as a
promising pitcher in the minor
leagues before chronic tendonitis
ended his career.
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(Slaff photo by Ron Hoskins)

Next stop: Tuscaloosa
BASEBALL COACH Barry Shollenberger of Western Juggles a couple of balls
while contemplating his next move during a game al Nick Denes Field this spring.
As it turns out, Shollenberger's next move will be to Tuscaloosa, Ala., where he
will take over the reins of the University of Alabama baseball program later this
___wee!<;.

HnDill.iDD:..:.nmD.J:IWL,-

Barna hound
;

Shollenberger bids fond f~rewell to Western
After what amounted to a four-year leave of absence,
Barry Shollenberger is going back to Alabama.
After spending two years as an assistant coach with
the Crimson Tide in.1974-75, the Pennsylvania native
decided to set out on his own. He was the head coach at
Middle Georgia Junior College for only one year,
before coming to Bowling Green and turning around
Western's sagging baseball fortunes in the next three
years.
As recently as a couple of weeks ago, Shollenberger
was looking forward to the Hilltoppers' best season
ever next spring. That may still come about, but the 37year-old former pro will some 300 miles away next
spring if and when it does. ·
Last week, Shollenberger was named ·the new head·
coach at Alabama-succeeding former boss Hayden
Riley, who resigned this spring after learning he had
an acute case of diabetes.
"You don't know how hard it is for me to leave this
place," Shollenberger said Monday at his office under
Smith Stadium, which he will have vacated by the end
of the week. "All along, we've been building for next
year. I don't have any idea who the next Western coach
will be, but I'll trade him what's coming back at
Alabama for what's coming back here any day of the
week, brother."
''I was through recruiting here, 11 he added, ''and now

I've gotta start all over. I was ready to hit the links and
play a little tennis, but not now. I've ruined a good
summer.''
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By the time Shollenberger was among the finalists
for the Barna job, of course, he haa already decided to
take the job if it was offered to him.
"My first decision was_whether to even apply for it,"
he noted. "I did, but I didn't think. there was much
chance of getting it. I thought maybe a couple of years

if they were saving the best for last, I was in pretty
good shape."

Clark Hanes
Daily News

Sports Editor

·

* * *
When Shollenberger came to Western in the fall of
1976, the Hilltoppers had won only six games the
previous spring. But in the spring of 1977, Western won
a school record 20 games and Ohio Valley Conference
rivals started taking notice.

1
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Ope year later, the Hilltoppers stunned their OVC
Western Division rivals by posting an 8-.3-1 mark in!

from now I might be ready, but I figured they'd wait
until I had finished building the program here."
"I knew Coach Riley was having a Jot of problems,"
added Shollenberger, "but I was hoping he might be
able to hang on a couple more years."
The weeding-out process began, and Shollenberger
didn't hear from his former employers until associate

athletic director Sam Bailey called to tell him he was
one of "five or six" finalists.

"I found out that I was the last guy to be interviewed," he explained, "and that was· when I ac-

tually started ,thinking I might be their man. I figured

divisional play and a 26-19 record overall. Western just!
missed a berth in the NCAA regional, losing a best-ofj
three series against Eastern Division champ Eas~
Tennessee.
.
,
.
!,
The Hilltoppers went on to post a 31-22 record this\
spring, but failed to make the OVC playoffs after losing,
several close conference games during the season.

l

"The easiest thing in the world is to say we didn't get
any breaks," said Shollenberger, "but there had to be'
more to it than just luck. We had the talent, but in the·
final analysis I just don't think we had enough experience to be a championship team."
"Next year, it'll be a different story,'' he added,
almost promising that Western's baseball program
will be respected long after he's gone. ,
1

